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Abstract 

ROLES OF PARVALBUMIN-EXPRESSING INTERNEURONS IN PHYSIOLOGICAL 
CHANGES TO PRIMARY AUDITORY CORTEX AFTER HEARING LOSS AND 

BLAST EXPOSURE 

By 

Samer Masri 
Doctor of Philosophy in Neuroscience 

University of Arizona 
Shaowen Bao 

May 2020 

Hearing loss affects approximately 1 in 8 Americans and has a significant impact on 

quality of life, often leading to tinnitus and central auditory processing disorder. Hearing 

loss causes a cascade of changes to the auditory processing pathway, starting with death of 

hair cells in the inner ear and ultimately causing a series of physiological changes in 

primary auditory cortex (AI).  Blast exposure commonly affects veterans and can lead to 

hearing loss as well as Traumatic Brain Injury (TBI), which damages the soft tissue and 

vasculature of the central nervous system and can independently cause central auditory 

processing disorder.  The distinct effects of hearing loss and TBI on auditory processing 

remain poorly understood.  Further research is needed to identify the role of AI in auditory 

processing deficits after hearing loss and/or TBI, as well as to identify specific cellular 

mechanisms to serve as targets for potential therapeutic approaches.   

First, I identify changes to the primary auditory cortex of rats following blast 

exposure with associated hearing loss.  This includes distortions in the normal tonotopic 

frequency map in the form of random, frequency specific expansions.  Additionally, there 

are associated changes to the hearing threshold and bandwidth of frequency tuning at 
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individual cortical recording sites.  These changes outline broad physiological deficits in 

auditory processing in primary auditory cortex after blast exposure. 

Next, I show that blast exposure alone can impair temporal processing in AI, but 

concurrent hearing loss dramatically exacerbates these impairments.  I dissociate the 

effects of blast exposure and hearing loss by protecting either one or both ears from 

hearing loss during blast exposure.  While blast exposure without hearing loss causes 

deficits in temporal processing which could lead to central auditory processing disorder, 

blast exposure with associated hearing loss causes more numerous and severe deficits.  

Specifically, only blast exposure with concurrent hearing loss reduces the expression of the 

Parvalbumin protein in AI and causes deficits in gap detection behavior, which is used as a 

test for potential tinnitus. 

Finally, I show that hearing loss alone causes a set of changes to Parvalbumin-

expressing inhibitory interneurons (PV neurons) in AI.  This includes a reduction of 

Parvalbumin expression in AI, changes to the gene expression profiles of PV neurons, and 

an overall reduction in the inhibitory output of PV neurons.  These changes are not 

mirrored in another population of neurons called Somatostatin-expressing interneurons.  I 

show that deficits in gap detection behavior following hearing loss can be rescued by 

Chemogenetic activation of PV neurons in AI. 
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1 

The Auditory System in the Context of Hearing Loss 

Hearing loss affects one in eight Americans and is the most common problem affecting 

veterans (Rabinowitz, 2000).  It can occur due to noise exposure, blast exposure and normal 

aging, among other etiologies.  Hearing loss and blast exposure often give rise to tinnitus, the 

perception of phantom sounds in the absence of sensory stimuli, and central auditory processing 

disorder (CAPD), which encompasses a range of issues emerging from impaired spectral and 

temporal processing of sound (Axelsson and Sandh, 1985a; Chermak, 1997; Jury and Flynn, 

2001; König et al., 2006; Rossiter et al., 2006; Sayer et al., 2008).  CAPD often affects speech 

perception and has many etiologies, with both hearing loss and traumatic brain injury (TBI), as 

occurs after blast exposure, among them (Turgeon et al., 2011).  The mechanisms behind these 

disorders, and indeed even their primary effects on the central nervous system, remain poorly 

understood (Rosenfeld and Ford, 2010; Eggermont, 2013).  As such, there are as yet no effective 

FDA approved drugs for either auditory processing disorder.  Further research is needed to 

isolate potential therapeutic targets. 

The research presented in this dissertation highlights a number of molecular, cellular and 

functional changes to primary auditory cortex (AI) after 1) blast exposure with concurrent 

hearing loss, 2) blast exposure without concurrent hearing loss and 3) noise induced hearing loss.  

There are fundamental differences but also important similarities between their effects.  One 

reliable consequence of hearing loss shown across this research is a reduction in the number of 

Parvalbumin-expressing inhibitory interneurons (PV neurons) in AI.  Research presented here 

isolates this as a potential therapeutic target for tinnitus in a genetic mouse model.  The 
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remainder of this chapter will present the context of this research and outline key concepts used 

throughout. 

Auditory system and mechanisms of hearing loss 

The ear serves to filter and amplify sound waves and ultimately sends rich temporal and 

frequency specific information along the auditory nerve to the central nervous system.  The 

auditory system can adapt to stimuli over an incredible range of energy: from 1 dB to 120 dB, 

which is more than 12 orders of magnitude (Baccus, 2006). The tympanic membrane, or ear 

drum, serves to transmit vibrations from the air directly to bone in the middle ear (Figure 1A).  If 

ruptured, temporary hearing loss will ensue, and although it regenerates, it can become thicker 

and permanently less effective due to scarring (Cave et al., 2007a; Cho et al., 2013).  Bones in 

the middle ear transmit the soundwave through the round window to the basilar membrane in 

inner ear.  At this point inner hair cells along the basilar membrane generate electrical signals 

from the mechanical sound wave (Figure 1B).  Importantly, in humans, inner hair cells do not 

regenerate (Nadol Jr, 1993).  Nearby outer hair cells, which outnumber inner hair cells 3 to 1, 

mechanically amplify the signal received by inner hair cells through mechanisms which are now 

better understood (Martin and Hudspeth, 1999; Dallos et al., 2008).  This mechanism appears to 

be modulated by corticofugal projections originated in AI (Wittekindt et al., 2014). 

Between the spiral ganglion neurons at the ear and AI, which is the focus of this 

dissertation, there are number of important auditory nuclei which modify sensory information 

and change after hearing loss.  Figure 2 illustrates the projections of the auditory system; while 

there are variations in the relative development and influence of these structures between 
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mammalian species, the overall structure is consistent (Malmierca, 2003).  Both inner and outer 

hairs cells in the organ of corti project to the ipsilateral cochlear nucleus.  The cochlear nucleus 

itself is a complex system with 40 or 50 different populations of neurons with distinct 

physiological functions (De No, 1933; Cant and Benson, 2003).  The subdivisions of the ventral 

and dorsal cochlear nucleus both receive direct input from the auditory nerve, and both project to 

the inferior colliculus on both sides of the midline as well as the superior olivary nuclei and 

trapezoid body involved in functions such as sound localization, the startle response, and 

vestibular function (Barnes et al., 1943; Oliver, 1984).  The majority of these projections 

decussate (i.e., cross the midline), with certain neural populations (involved in binaural hearing) 

projecting ipsilaterally, and still others bilaterally.  The superior olivary nuclei as well as the 

trapezoid body are critical decussation points important for sound localization. 

The inferior colliculus facilitates complex functions such as adaptation and gain control 

to auditory stimuli (Dean et al., 2005).  The inferior colliculus provides both excitatory and 

inhibitory projections to the medial geniculate body of the thalamus, which projects to AI, 

among nearby cortical regions (Winer et al., 1996; Swadlow, 2002a).  A clear frequency-place 

map (tonotopy) originates from the linear structure of the basilar membrane itself and is 

maintained through each stage on this pathway.  The tonotopic map in the medial geniculate 

body is generally less plastic than that of AI, but can undergo changes after hearing loss (Kamke 

et al., 2003).  

Binaural processing 
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The experiments of chapters 3 and 4 make use of unilateral hearing loss models which, in 

the mouse, shift selectivity of auditory cortex towards the ipsilateral ear, which generally 

provokes poor responses in healthy mice.  We use these models because unilateral hearing loss 

will allow us to compare hemispheres within an animal; it also allows us to use behavioral tests 

in the context of intact hearing to isolate potential disorders of auditory processing.  For this 

reason the foundation and extent of binaural processing in the auditory system in mice is an 

important context.  Figure 2 illustrates points where auditory projections cross the midline.  

There are more such points in the auditory system when compared to other sensory systems, and 

more synaptic relays in general.  Convergence of ipsilateral and contralateral projections 

facilitates binaural processing, which is crucial for sound localization through interaural time 

difference computation.   

The relative influence of ipsilateral and contralateral auditory stimulation will change 

depending on the auditory nucleus in question, and this will in turn change depending on the 

species in question.  There is no systematic study which lays out degrees of binaural processing 

at different auditory nuclei and species, but we can look to AI itself to get a sense of the overall 

importance of binaural auditory processing for a given species.  Murine AI is significantly less 

responsive to the ipsilateral ear than primates.  The amount of data on the subject is lacking, but 

one study showed that cortical multiunits in Primate AI respond with about equal spike counts to 

ipsilateral and contralateral acoustic stimulation (Johnson et al., 2016).  This reflects behavioral 

properties of the species.  In contrast, AI in mice with intact hearing are generally unresponsive 

to ipsilateral auditory stimuli and tonotopic maps using ipsilateral stimulation are poor quality 

and difficult to assess (Polley et al., 2013).  One study in mice showed 50% reduced spiking 

responses in single neurons with ipsilateral auditory stimulation (Popescu and Polley, 2010).  
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Ultimately, input from the ipsilateral ear still projects throughout AI in mice, and must serve 

some computational purpose, but is difficult to observe when looking at overall activity levels in 

AI.  Nonetheless, this input allows AI to adapt to focus on ipsilateral auditory signals after loss 

of hearing at the contralateral ear. 

Primary auditory cortex 

The network structure of AI reflects that of other cortical regions (Figure 3).  At the most 

basic level, the medial geniculate body projects tonotopically organized auditory stimulus 

information to the input layers of cortex (Layers 4 and 5) (Winer, 1992; Swadlow, 2002a).  

Pyramidal neurons, which make up about 90% of the population therein, then project radially to 

Layers 2/3 (which are generally referred to as one unit), which facilitate intracortical 

communication, and Layer 6, which facilitates corticofugal (top-down) projections back to 

thalamus and the inferior colliculus (Petrides, 2005).  Throughout these basic processes, there are 

interactions with a fantastic number of intracortical network structures, intercortical projections, 

and neuromodulators (Sholl, 1956; Gupta et al., 2000).    

One important population of cortical neurons in the context of this research are 

Parvalbumin-expressing inhibitory interneurons (PV neurons).  In mouse AI, PV neurons 

represent about 5% of all cortical neurons, and this appears to increase to a range of 7-10% in 

primates (Blümcke et al., 1990; Del Campo et al., 2012). PV neurons are part of a canonical 

microcircuit of sensory cortex called feedforward inhibition, which provides rapid, disynaptic 

inhibition of thalamocortical input from the medial geniculate body.  (Toyama et al., 1974; 

Simons and Carvell, 1989; Porter et al., 2001; Swadlow, 2002b; Swadlow, 2003; Cruikshank et 
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al., 2007).  Feedforward inhibition sharpens the timing of the cortical response to auditory 

stimuli, and this may be especially important for temporal processing (Pouille and Scanziani, 

2001; Gabernet et al., 2005).  The question of how feedforward inhibition transforms 

thalamocortical input to sensory cortex has been explored numerous times, with specific focus on 

its contribution to feature selectivity and signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) in Pyramidal neurons.   

Optogenetic activation of PV neurons has provided evidence for both divisive (scaling) 

inhibition, and subtractive inhibition which enhances feature selectivity, and mixtures of the two 

(Mehaffey et al., 2005; Atallah et al., 2012; Lee et al., 2012; Lovett-Barron et al., 2012; Wilson 

et al., 2012; Atallah et al., 2014; El-Boustani and Sur, 2014; El-Boustani et al., 2014; Lee et al., 

2014b; Aizenberg et al., 2015; Seybold et al., 2015).   These properties, which can understood as 

different forms of gain control, are particularly important when considering hearing loss.  Their 

importance in how cortex adapts to hearing loss is a topic of active research (Peelle and 

Wingfield, 2016; Nguyen et al., 2017b; Resnik and Polley, 2017b; Wang et al., 2018b). 

Neurons in AI encode the frequency and intensity of auditory stimuli in their 

firing rates, but also respond informatively to directional sweeps, amplitude modulation, and 

sound location (Goldstein Jr et al., 1968; Eggermont, 1998; Liang et al., 2002).  An established 

method of assessing frequency selectivity in AI is to record receptive fields by measuring neural 

responses to a set of pure tone pips of varying intensity and frequency (Figure 4A).  By recording 

a series of receptive fields across the surface area of AI, a logarithmic tonotopic map can be 

produced (Figure 4B).  This map reflects a combination of the static input from the medial 

geniculate body and the sensory environment encountered during an early developmental period 

known as the critical period (Hensch and Fagiolini, 2005).  Although generally static during 
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adulthood, this map can undergo dramatic changes in response to dramatic change in input such 

as occurs after hearing loss (Norena et al., 2003; Eggermont, 2006a). 

It should be noted that most recordings presented in this dissertation are acute 

extracellular recordings in AI.  This means that an electrode is lowered into the exposed cortex 

of an anaesthetized mouse.  In chapter 2 I make use of tungsten doublet electrodes, which allow 

recording multiunit activity.  The primary measure here is the number of spikes recorded by the 

electrode in a given time bin, contributed by all neurons near enough to the electrode for their 

action potentials to register.  As about 85-90% of cortical neurons are Pyramidal neurons, they 

will contribute the majority of spikes to this measure.  In chapter 4 I perform offline sorting of 

spikes in the multiunit recorded using a more modern silicon electrode array, generating data 

representing the activity of individual neurons.  Similarly, in this case the majority of recorded 

neurons will be Pyramidal neurons and the data presented stems from the whole population of 

recorded neurons. 

Changes to the auditory system after hearing loss 

The central nervous system is well tuned to respond to expected input in normal 

circumstances, and small changes to this balance can have important consequences for neural 

function and plasticity.  Even as early in the auditory pathway as the auditory nerve, hearing loss 

induces non-linear changes to rate-intensity coding of auditory stimuli (Heinz and Young, 2004).  

In the cochlear nucleus in the brainstem, reductions in normal hearing input using ear plugs 

causes a set of changes to the distribution and composition of AMPA and glycine receptors 

(Whiting et al., 2009). In mice with tinnitus after hearing loss, changes to excitatory-inhibitory 
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balance are apparent in the dorsal cochlear nucleus (Middleton et al., 2011).  So, when focusing 

on AI, as I do here, the full cascade of changes of changes which ultimately trigger changes in AI 

must be considered.  Although not the first cause of auditory disorders after hearing loss, AI may 

still prove a useful target for intervention. 

Reductions in neuron density have been reported throughout the auditory pathway after 

acute noise induced hearing loss, including the cochlear nucleus, inferior colliculus, medial 

geniculate body and AI (Gröschel et al., 2010).  In addition, cell size in the cochlear nucleus 

changes by ~25% within hours after hearing loss, indicating strong activity dependent regulation 

which will affect downstream brain regions (Pasic and Rubel, 1989).  The exact causes are yet to 

be determined but deafferentation after loss of input is a likely candidate (Weisz et al., 2006).  As 

CAPD can occur after concussive impact, cell death may be an important factor in some 

etiologies.  Developmental and hearing loss related etiologies points to circuit level changes.    

A potentially related consequence of hearing loss is a specific reduction in inhibitory 

output, leading to increased excitability, throughout the auditory system (Raggio and Schreiner, 

1999; Richardson et al., 2013).  Inhibition exists throughout the auditory pathway and inhibitory 

neurons may be especially impacted by a loss of sensory input (Winer et al., 1996; Swadlow, 

2002a).  This altered inhibition can in turn alter how auditory regions fire both spontaneously 

and in response to sound, and may play a key role in various auditory processing disorders 

following hearing loss.  Hyperexcitability, specifically due to reduced inhibition, has been 

demonstrated in the dorsal cochlear nucleus (Middleton et al., 2011). One group found that 

hyperexcitability persisted in the inferior colliculus even after hearing had recovered from a mild 

noise exposure (Salvi et al., 1992b). In AI PV neurons receive a greater share of thalamocortical 

input than pyramidal neurons, so the loss of input can dramatically disrupt auditory processing, 
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though it has not been shown that firing rates in AI are higher in and of themselves (Swadlow, 

2002a; Swadlow, 2003).   

Tinnitus and gap detection 

Tinnitus is the conscious perception of phantom sounds, generally a ringing of a constant 

frequency in the upper range of human hearing.  One in twenty Americans report experiencing 

persistent tinnitus, and it is the most common health problem among veterans (Andersson et al., 

2002; Fausti et al., 2009).  Tinnitus reduces quality of life and imposes great costs on our 

healthcare system.  Tinnitus often occurs in adults with hearing loss either due to noise exposure 

or normal healthy aging.  Although tinnitus often follows permanent hearing loss, it does not 

follow that tinnitus itself cannot be treated pharmacologically.  Currently, there are no effective 

treatments for tinnitus and so more research is needed to isolate potential targets, in the form of 

specific neurons, and ultimately specific receptors or proteins. 

There is disagreement in the field but the relative importance of AI versus subcortical 

nuclei in the etiology of tinnitus has extensive support (Eggermont, 2006a; Bauer et al., 2008; 

Middleton et al., 2011; Yang et al., 2011; Yang et al., 2012; Luo et al., 2017; Wang et al., 

2019b).  In chapter 4 we show that manipulation of AI alone can reverse behavioral correlates of 

tinnitus after hearing loss.  Although hearing loss reduces signaling of auditory information, it 

actually increases activity levels of neurons at important subcortical auditory regions (Salvi et 

al., 1992a; Sun et al., 2008).  A prominent theory of tinnitus is that reduced inhibition leads to 

the perception of phantom sounds due to the conscious perception of increased spontaneous 

activity in AI, but this remains to be seen (Eggermont and Roberts, 2004a).  Research presented 
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here lends conflicted support to this hypothesis.  While the hyperactivity hypothesis of tinnitus is 

mired in conflicting results, this reduced input will tend to decorrelate activity in AI from the 

thalamus, and from sound itself (Hamilton et al., 2013; Boyen et al., 2014).  Perhaps reductions 

in spike information content, the signal-to-noise ratio of auditory processing, is a better correlate 

of tinnitus than increases in spontaneous firing rates alone. 

The gap detection behavioral assay for tinnitus was introduced in 2006 (Turner et al., 

2006a).  It is a modification of another reflex-based assay called prepulse inhibition.  In both 

assays, the presence of some auditory cue dampens the normal startle reflex to a subsequent loud 

noise burst.  In the case of gap detection the auditory cue is actually a brief (5-50 ms) silence 

embedded in relatively quiet sound of variable frequency about 5-50 ms before the startle 

stimulus.  The thinking is that perception of tinnitus will “fill” the silence to some degree, and 

impair normal inhibition of the startle reflex by the gap (Fournier and Hébert, 2013).  To this 

end, in other studies as well as those presented here, multiple frequencies are used for the sound 

which precedes the startle noise burst.  This potentially allows for identifying specific tinnitus 

frequencies.  

The gap detection ratio is the magnitude of the dampened startle reflex after the silent gap 

over the uncued startle response with no preceding gap, as measured with a piezoelectric sensor 

beneath the floor of the mouse’s box.  There is a subcortical circuit which mediates the startle 

reflex, but corticofugal projections from AI do modulate the behavior (Syka et al., 2002; Zhang 

et al., 2011; Weible et al., 2014).  It should be noted that there is debate over whether gap 

detection is an appropriate test for tinnitus, and conflicting reports about the performance of 

humans with tinnitus (Fournier and Hébert, 2013; Boyen et al., 2015; Galazyuk and Hébert, 
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2015).  At this juncture, it is the best behavioral assay available in animal research and, as you 

will see in the following chapters, helps us understand how tinnitus may emerge in AI.  

Animal models of hearing loss and blast exposure 

There are many models of hearing loss commonly used in animal research, with varying 

degrees of severity, permanence, and relevance to therapeutic research.  The research presented 

here involves two methods.  Chapters 3 and 4 involve blast shockwave exposure, which causes 

relatively mild long term hearing loss but also leads to traumatic brain injury common after blast 

exposure in humans, particularly military service members.  Animal models of blast exposure, 

including the model used in this research, involve placing an anesthetized animal at the end of a 

shockwave tube and presenting one or more pressure waves (Bell, 2008; Goldstein et al., 2014) 

(Figure 5). This model benefits from the ability to precisely calibrate the intensity of the 

shockwave.   

One key difference between this model and models of hearing loss alone is the concurrent 

damage to the soft tissue of the brain (the vasculature in particular), which can damage cortex in 

particular, and as is shown in chapter 5, can be sufficient to cause deficits in auditory processing 

even with protected hearing.  Another key consideration is that this type of blast exposure 

ruptures the tympanic membrane, which then later repairs.  This rupturing actually partially 

protects inner hair cells and intra-cochlear membranes from further overstimulation, although 

relative to surgical rupturing of the membrane, there is greater damage to outer hair cells and 

spiral ganglion neurons  (Garth, 1994; Cho et al., 2013). 
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For models of hearing loss without traumatic brain injury, the approach used here is 

relatively common in the field.  We induce long term hearing loss of about 30-40 dB using acute 

unilateral noise-exposure.  A speaker is placed in one ear and a pure tone (8 kHz at 114 dB SPL 

for 2 hours in this case) is played.  This is not strong enough to rupture the tympanic membrane, 

but does overstimulate the cochlea and damage inner and outer hair cells (Heinrich and Feltens, 

2006).  Death of the outer hair cells impairs their normal function of mechanically amplifying 

sound signals transduced by inner hair cells, potentially raising hearing threshold by another 

mechanism (Yang et al., 2004).  An additional consideration is that the overstimulation of the ear 

will subsequently alter firing properties of neurons even in AI (Norena and Eggermont, 2003; 

Norena et al., 2003).  This hearing loss model consistently causes impairments in gap detection, 

which we loosely interpret to be a correlate of tinnitus or at least an indication of impairments in 

auditory processing (if only we could ask the mouse). 

Another important model of hearing loss involves application of ouabain to the round 

window of the ear.  This selectively destroys type-I spiral ganglion cells and models auditory 

neuropathy (Yuan et al., 2014).  Salicylate offers a similarly ototoxic agent of hearing loss 

(Sheppard et al., 2014).  There are also genetic models of hearing loss, which can be useful for 

studying age related hearing loss (Willott et al., 1998). 
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1.1 Figures

Figure 1.  Structure of the ear. A. Diagram showing the structure of the ear.  Note that the 

tympanic membrane, which ruptures during blast exposure, is the outermost structure responding 

directly to sound waveforms. B. Diagram of the cochlea.  The outer hair cells serve as a 

mechanical amplifier to soundwaves travelling the basilar membrane, and are damaged during 

loud noise exposure. (Gray, 1918) 
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Figure 2. Dissection of brainstem highlighting auditory nuclei and projections towards the 

midbrain. (Gray, 1918) 
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Figure 3. Simplified diagram of the canonical feedforward inhibition cortical microcircuit. 

The medial geniculate body of the thalamus (in the case of AI) sends excitatory efferents to 

Pyramidal neurons and PV neurons in Layer 4 of cortex, the latter of which provide rapid 

feedforward inhibition to Pyramidal neurons.  The local circuit therein consists primarily of 

recurrent connectivity (Pyr -> Pyr, PV -> Pyr, PV -> PV).  Another population of inhibitory 

interneuron, identified by their expression of Somatostatin, also provide local inhibition.  

Pyramidal neurons in Layer 4 project dorsally to Layer 2/3. Diagram modified from (Liguz-

Lecznar et al., 2016). 
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Figure 4. Recording from primary auditory cortex.  A. An example receptive field recorded 

in AI.  We present pure tone pips ranging from 4 to 75 kHz in .1 octave steps, and from 10 to 80 

dB SPL in 10 dB steps.  Each tone is presented three times and the heat map represents the 

average number of spikes recorded during the three presentations of that tone. B. An example 

tonotopic map from AI in an individual rat.  Each polygon illustrates the characteristic frequency 

recorded from the RF at that physical location on AI.  The characteristic frequency is the tip of 

the receptive field; the frequency which that site responds to at the quietest sound level. 
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Figure 5. Blast-exposure setup.  The shockwave builds as it traverses the tube from the mylar 

membrane.   
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2.1. Abstract 

Blast exposure can cause various auditory disorders including tinnitus, hyperacusis, and 

other central auditory processing disorders.  While this is suggestive of patholologies in the central 

auditory system, the impact of blast exposure on central auditory processing remains poorly 

understood.  Here we examined the effects of blast shockwaves on acoustic response properties 

and frequency mapping in auditory cortex.  We found that multiunits recording from the auditory 

cortex exhibited higher acoustic thresholds and broader frequency tuning in blast-exposed animals.  

Furthermore, there was distorted frequency mapping in primary auditory cortex.  These changes 

may contribute to central auditory processing disorders. 
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2.2 Introduction 

Exposure to blast shockwaves can cause sensory and neurological disorders in the auditory 

system, such as hearing loss, tinnitus, hyperacusis and central processing disorder (Jury and Flynn, 

2001; Rossiter et al., 2006; Sayer et al., 2008; Belanger et al., 2009; Mao et al., 2012a; 

Remenschneider et al., 2014; Saunders et al., 2015; Bressler et al., 2017; Ouyang et al., 2017). 

However, the mechanism by which blasts impact the auditory system remains unclear (Rosenfeld 

and Ford, 2010). Exposure to shockwaves causes damage to the ear, but the impact can be quite 

different from that of noise exposure (Bauer et al., 2008). Blast shockwaves are brief and often 

rupture the tympanic membrane, which decouples the inner ear from further mechanical over-

stimulation (Xydakis et al., 2007). Consequently, blast exposure often causes severe acute hearing 

loss, but only mild long-term hearing loss following recovery of the tympanic membrane (Mao et 

al., 2012a; Chen et al., 2013; Saunders et al., 2015; Bressler et al., 2017). By contrast, exposure to 

loud noises typically does not rupture the tympanic membrane, meaning that mechanical over-

stimulation of the inner ear can be sustained, potentially resulting in more long-term hearing loss 

(Yang et al., 2011). Therefore, damage to hair cells, spiral ganglion neurons, and the central 

auditory pathway resulting from these distinctly different auditory traumas may vary greatly (Luo 

et al., 2014b, a; Niwa et al., 2016; Luo et al., 2017).  

In addition to hearing loss, blasts cause traumatic brain injury (TBI) and may introduce 

additional pathologies to the central auditory pathway (Kamnaksh et al., 2011; Mao et al., 2012a; 

Valiyaveettil et al., 2012; Tate et al., 2014; Race et al., 2017). Solid body structures, such as the 

brain, were previously considered to be at low-risk of sustaining shockwave injury (Argyros, 1997; 

Elsayed, 1997; Stuhmiller, 1997; Cernak et al., 2001). However, subsequent studies have revealed 

a wide range of cellular injuries and inflammatory responses that occur despite a lack of 
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hemorrhage or gross brain damage (Cernak et al., 2001; Sajja et al., 2012; Abdul-Muneer et al., 

2013; Arun et al., 2013). For example, shockwaves from a single blast can compromise the 

membranes of neural and glial cells, allowing intracellular proteins to leak into cerebrospinal fluid 

(Saljo et al., 2003; Leung et al., 2008). Likewise, shockwave exposure activates resident microglia 

and astrocytes within 30 minutes (Kaur et al., 1995; Cernak et al., 2001; Saljo et al., 2001; Svetlov 

et al., 2010; Cernak et al., 2011; Du et al.) Activated microglia subsequently release TNF-α and 

other pro-inflammatory cytokines, generating both acute and chronic cellular inflammatory 

responses (Garden and Moller, 2006).  

Here we examine the effects of blast shockwave exposure on auditory frequency mapping 

in the primary auditory cortex (AI) of the rat. We found that blast exposure resulted in distorted 

frequency mapping with over-representation of seemingly random narrow frequency ranges.  
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2.3. Experimental Procedures 

Animals. All procedures used in this study were approved by the Animal Care and Use 

Committees at the University of Arizona and Wayne State University. Ten Sprague-Daley rats, 

male and 2-months old, were purchased from Charles River and used in this study. Five were 

chosen randomly and assigned to the blast-exposed group and the remaining five rats were 

assigned to the sham-exposed group.  

Blast exposure and behavioral tests. Blast exposure was performed as described before (Mao et 

al., 2012a). The rat was anesthetized with isoflurane (0.75-1% in a 2:1 N2O:O2 gas mixture). The 

right ear was protected with an earplug and sealed with mineral oil. Each rat was exposed to a 

single 22-psi blast using a custom-built shock-tube assembly (ORA, Inc.). Blast exposure at this 

level does not affect rats’ eating and drinking behaviors. The pressure waveform was monitored 

using piezoelectric sensors (PCB Piezotronics). A high-speed video camera (HG100K, Kodak), 

which captures up to 3000 frames/s, was used to monitor the animal’s orientation and movement, 

prior to, during, and after delivery of the pressure wave. Sham-exposed animals underwent the 

same procedure without blast delivery. 

Electrophysiological recording procedure. AI in control and blast-exposed rats was mapped as 

previously described (Kim and Bao, 2009). Rats were anesthetized with isoflurane (1-3%), and 

placed on a homeothermic heating pad at 36.5 °C (Harvard Apparatus) in a sound attenuation 

chamber. The head was secured with a custom head-holder that left the ears unobstructed. The 

right auditory cortex was exposed and kept under a layer of silicone oil to prevent desiccation. 

Multi-unit activity was evenly sampled from AI. AI can be identified by its tonotopic orientation—

higher frequencies are represented in a more rostral and dorsal position compared to the caudally 
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represented lower frequencies. Adjacent cortical auditory fields have different tonotopic 

orientations (Guo et al., 2012). The border of AI was defined by unresponsive sites or sites with 

CFs that were incongruent with the AI tonotopic gradient.  As blast-exposed animals tended to 

have incomplete representations of low and high frequencies (Figure 1), we carefully searched for 

those representations near the rostral and caudal ends of AI in both blast-exposed and sham-

exposed animals. Neural responses were recorded using tungsten microelectrodes (FHC) at a depth 

of 400-450 microns, presumably from the thalamorecipient layer. Responses to 25-ms tone pips 

(4-ms cos2 ramp) of 41 frequencies (2 to 32 kHz, 0.1 octave spacing) and eight sound pressure 

levels (10–80 dB, 10-dB steps) were recorded three times per stimulus (i.e., a frequency-intensity 

combination) to reconstruct the frequency-intensity receptive field. A TDT coupler model 

electrostatic speaker was used to present all acoustic stimuli into the left ear (contralateral to the 

recorded cortical hemisphere). All frequency-by-intensity combinations were repeated 3 times.  

An AI map was constructed from 19 to 46 multiunits from within AI (33 ± 5 sites, n = 10, 

mean ± SEM; please see Figure 1 for examples) out of a total of 40 to 68 multiunits that were 

recorded (54 ± 5 sites, n = 10, mean ± SEM) from each animal. When encountered, additional non-

responsive sites were marked on the cortical image to help define the boundary of AI, without 

recording a receptive field. 

Data analysis. The receptive fields and response properties were calculated using custom 

MATLAB programs as reported before (Yang et al., 2014). The three repetitions per stimulus are 

not sufficient to determine statistically whehter a multiunit responded to a particular frequency-

intensity combination. Therefore, we based our analysis on the entire receptive field, which was 

reconstructed from responses to all 984 tone presentations. Briefly, a summed peri-stimulus time 
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histogram (PSTH) was generated from responses to all 984 tone pips (41 frequencies x 8 intensities 

x 3 repeats). The spontaneous firing rate of the multiunit was taken as the mean firing rate in the 

50-ms window prior to stimulus onset. Peak latency was defined as the time to the peak PSTH

response between 7 and 50 ms after the stimulus onset. The response window was defined as the 

continuous period encompassing the PSTH peak, in which the mean firing rate in every bin was 

higher than the baseline spontaneous firing rate. The onset latency was defined at the onset of the 

response window, and the offset latency was defined at the end of the response window. Spikes 

that occurred within the response window were counted to reconstruct the receptive field. 

The tuning curve contour was determined using a smoothing and thresholding algorithm 

(for details and to see the effects of smoothing and thresholding, please see Figure 2 of Yang et 

al., 2014). Briefly, the response magnitude was plotted in the frequency-intensity space, filtered 

with a 3x3 mean filter, and thresholded at 35% of the maximum of the filtered response magnitude. 

Response areas smaller than 5 pixels were considered noise and removed. The contour of the 

suprathreshold area was used as the tuning curve. The raw responses in the suprathreshold area 

was considered to be the isolated receptive field. The threshold of the neuron was defined as the 

lowest sound level that elicited responses in the isolated receptive field. The characteristic 

frequency (CF) of a neuron was defined as the center of mass of the isolated receptive field (RF) 

for the two lowest suprathreshold sound levels. The maximum RF response was the maximum 

number of spikes activated by a single frequency-intensity combination. The mean and median RF 

response were the mean or median, respectively, number of spikes for all frequency-intensity 

combinations within the receptive field. Tuning bandwidth (BW) was defined as the bandwidth 

(on the logarithmic scale, in octaves) of the receptive field at the specified intensity. We quantified 

BW at 80, 70 and 60 dB, but not at lower SPLs (< 60 dB) because many neurons did not respond 
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at those low levels. To accurately quantify BW at low SPLs, we also measured BW at 10, 20 and 

30 dB above the threshold.  The receptive field size was the number of frequency-intensity 

combinations within the receptive field. 

AI space was tessellated (with the voronoi function in MATLAB) into polygons, and each 

polygon was assigned the response properties of the corresponding recording site to generate 

auditory cortical maps. 

Statistics. Unless otherwise stated in the text, statistical significance was determined with 

ANOVAs with post hoc Bonferroni’s test. All response properties were averaged for each animal 

and compared between groups. Results were presented as mean ± SEM.   
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2.4. Results 

The cortical frequency map in AI was examined in blast- and sham-exposed animals 3 

months after the exposure. AI frequency maps of sham-exposed animals were tonotopically 

organized, with all frequencies approximately equally represented in each animal (one-sample 

Kolmogorov-Smirnov test against a log-uniform distribution from 2 kHz to 32 kHz, p > 0.1; for 

example, see Figure 1, Z-3 and Z-14). By contrast, all blast-exposed animals had a large area in 

AI that over-represented a relatively narrow frequency band (Kolmogorov-Smirnov test, p < 0.001; 

Figure 1).  Two animals had over-representations of low frequencies (e.g., Z-12 in Figure 1), two 

over-represented middle frequencies (e.g., Z-7 in Figure 1) and one over-represented high 

frequencies (Z-5 in Figure 1).  

Inspection of receptive fields (Figure 2) suggests substantial differences in neuronal 

response properties, such as tuning bandwidth and sound threshold. Quantitative analysis indicates 

that AI neurons in the blast-exposed animals had higher thresholds than those of the sham-exposed 

animals (one-way ANOVA, F1,8 = 5.97, p = 0.040; Figure 3). This is consistent with a high ABR 

threshold in the blast- compared to the sham-exposed animals (Luo et al., 2014a).   

We plotted threshold maps (Figure 4) to illustrate the topographic organization of the 

neuronal response threshold. While blast-exposed animals had higher thresholds in general 

compared to the sham-exposed group (see Figure 3), the range of frequencies with higher 

thresholds within a map appeared to be variable for the blast-exposed animals. Furthermore, 

neuronal response threshold changes do not appear to be correlated with expansions of frequency 

representation. For example, Z-7 and Z-12 had higher thresholds in the expanded frequency ranges 

compared to other frequency ranges (i.e., fewer blue sites; see Figure 4), whereas Z-5 had lower 

thresholds in the expanded frequency range relative to other frequency ranges (more blue sites; the 
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expanded frequency ranges in the blast-exposed animals are shown in Figure 1).   

We measured two types of tuning bandwidths—tuning bandwidth at specified sound levels, 

and tuning bandwidth at intensities relative to the intensity threshold. The results indicate that 

bandwidth was significantly broadened at 50 and 60 dB SPL (Figure 5; Group x Sound-level two-

way ANOVA; Group effect, F1,24 = 15.01, p < 0.001; Sound level effect, F2,24 = 10.21, p < 0.001; 

Post Hoc test, p < 0.05 at 50 and 60 dB SPL), and at 20 and 30 dB above the intensity threshold 

for AI neurons in the blast-exposed animals compared to sham-exposed animals (Group x Sound-

level two-way ANOVA; Group effect, F1,24 = 13.11, p = 0.0014; Sound level effect, F2,24 = 24.64, 

p < 0.001; Post Hoc test, p < 0.05 at 20 and 30 dB above threshold). In addition, the onset, peak, 

and offset latency of the cortical responses to tonal stimulus are significantly shorter in the blast-

exposed animals compared to controls (Figure 6; Mann-Whitney test n1 = n2 = 5: onset, U = 2.50, 

p = 0.035; peak, U = 1.00, p = 0.016; offset U = 0.001, p = 0.009). 

We measured spontaneous activity as the mean number of spikes in the 50-ms window 

right before the onset of the tonal stimulus, and found no difference between the control and the 

blast-exposed groups (Figure 7, ANOVA, F1,8 = 0.065, p = 0.81). We also measured median, mean 

and maximum responses of cortical neurons to tones in the frequency-intensity response area. 

There were no differences in either of these measures between the blast-exposed and the control 

groups (Figure 7, ANOVA, p > 0.5 for all measures). 
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2.5. Discussion 

In this study we have shown that blast exposure disrupts the AI frequency map and changes 

neuronal response properties. Some of these changes are similar to those observed in animals 

following noise exposure. For example, the increased response threshold and shortened response 

latencies observed in this study have previously been reported following noise exposure (Gallo 

and Glorig, 1964; Syka and Rybalko, 2000; Norena et al., 2003).  Noise exposure often results in 

hearing loss in a limited frequency range, causing a shift of neuronal tuning away from the hearing 

loss frequencies and towards the neighboring frequencies. The consequent map reorganization 

typically manifests as expanded representation of the frequencies flanking the hearing loss 

frequency range (Yang et al., 2011).  

The blast exposure procedure used in this study has been previously shown to cause TBI 

(Mao et al., 2012a). TBI typically elevates the expression of pro-inflammatory cytokines in the 

brain (Bermpohl et al., 2007), which in turn modulate neuronal functions such as synaptic 

transmission and membrane excitability. For example, TBI often increases TNF-α expression 

(Bermpohl et al., 2007), and TNF-α increases the excitation-to-inhibition ratio by enhancing 

excitatory synapses and weakening inhibitory synapses (Beattie et al., 2002; Stellwagen and 

Malenka, 2006). This process could lead to amplification of small differences in the level of 

(possibly hidden) hearing loss across different frequencies, resulting in disproportional AI map 

reorganization. 

One observation in the present study that deviated from previous reports (Luo et al., 2017) 

is the lack of changes in AI neural activity and responses (Figure 7). Noise and blast exposure 

have previously been shown to increase spontaneous and sound-evoked activity in the auditory 

cortex (Eggermont and Roberts, 2004b; Kotak et al., 2005b; Luo et al., 2017). However, we did 
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not observe those types of changes. This may be due to the differences in experimental preparation 

and recording conditions. We recorded cortical multiunit activity in acute preparation, from 

anesthetized animals, and we compared activity between different animals. A better way to 

compare neural activity is through chronic recording of single unit activity in awake animals before 

and after blast exposure. It is also possible that changes in AI neural activity occur in a specific 

time window following blast exposure, and that our experiment took place after the activity had 

recovered. This could also be addressed by using chronic recording of neuronal activity to track 

activity changes. A third possibility is that blast-induced TBI and hearing loss have opposite effects 

on neuronal activity. If so, we may observe an increase, no change, or a decrease in spontaneous 

and evoked activity depending on the type and degree of TBI and/or hearing loss. 

Blasts cause hearing loss and TBI, both of which are related to tinnitus. Hearing loss is the 

largest risk factor for tinnitus (Nondahl et al., 2002; Nelson and Chen, 2004). It disrupts excitation-

inhibition balance, and increases spontaneous, synchronous, and/or burst firing in the central 

auditory pathway (Seki and Eggermont, 2003b; Kotak et al., 2005b; Eggermont, 2007). These 

changes in central auditory activity have been considered potential mechanisms underlying tinnitus 

(Eggermont and Roberts, 2004b). Traumatic brain injury (TBI), such as what results from blast 

exposure, is also a significant risk factor for tinnitus (Vernon and Press, 1994; Folmer and Griest, 

2003; Lew and Guillory, 2007). For example, the incidence of tinnitus is higher in military 

personnel with TBI compared to those without TBI, with up to 38% of veterans suffering from 

TBI also experiencing tinnitus (Lew and Guillory, 2007). TBI-triggered increases in the pro-

inflammatory cytokine TNF-α may increase the excitation-to-inhibition ratio (Beattie et al., 2002; 

Stellwagen and Malenka, 2006) and increase the incidence of tinnitus. Sensory map reorganization 

has been proposed as a potential mechanism underlying tinnitus (Eggermont, 2006b; Engineer et 
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al., 2011). Such a notion seems to be supported by our observation that AI frequency mapping was 

disrupted by blast exposure. Blasts may cause central auditory processing disorder in the absence 

of hearing threshold increases, such as difficulty listening in noisy environment (Saunders et al., 

2015; Bressler et al., 2017). Disrupted auditory frequency maps may contribute to this pathological 

condition. Further studies are needed to determine a causal relationship between the two blast-

caused pathologies.  
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2.7. Figures 

Figure 1.  Representative cortical frequency maps showing disrupted cortical map in 

blast-exposed animals. Control maps (Z-3 and Z-14) showed tonotopic representation of the 

complete frequency spectrum from 2-4 kHz to 32 kHz. By contrast, maps from blast-exposed 

animals showed disproportionally large representations of seemingly random and narrower 

frequency ranges. For example, Z-12 had enlarged representations of low frequencies (blue 

colors), Z-7 had enlarged representations of middle frequencies (blue and yellow colors) and 

Z-5 had enlarged representation of high frequencies (red colors). The p values are presented

for one-sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests against a log-uniform distribution from 2 kHz to 32 

kHz.  
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Figure 2. Representative receptive fields from control and blast-exposed animals. 

Receptive field from blasted animals are generally more broadly tuned, and with a higher 

threshold. Horizontal axis depicts frequency from 2 to 32 kHz with 0.1 octaves steps. 

Vertical axis depict intensity from 0 to 70 dB SPL with 10 dB steps. 
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Figure 3. Intensity threshold was elevated for blast-exposed animals. Error bars represent 

SEM and * indicates p < 0.05. 
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Figure 4.  Representative cortical threshold maps showing elevated sound threshold in 

blast-exposed animals. Control maps (Z-3 and Z-14) showed low response thresholds at most 

of the recorded sites. By contrast, maps from blast-exposed animals showed middle and high 

thresholds at most of the recorded sites.  These maps were from the same animals as those in 

Figure 1. 
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Figure 5. Cortical tuning bandwidths were elevated in blast-exposed animals. Blue: blast-

exposed group (n = 5); red: control group (n = 5). Error bars represent SEM. * indicates p < 0.05. 
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Figure 6. Onset, peak and offset latencies of the cortical responses were significantly 

reduced in blast-exposed animals. Blue: blast-exposed group (n = 5) ; red: control group (n 

= 5). Error bars represent SEM. * indicates p < 0.05.   
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Figure 7. There were no differences in spontaneous activity, or median, mean or 

maximum response to tones between the control and the blast-exposed groups. Blue: blast-

exposed group; red: control group. The two groups were not significantly different in any of 

the measures. Error bars represent SEM. 
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3.1. Abstract 

Auditory processing disorders following blast exposure are the most common problems 

affecting veterans, but the distinct impacts of blast-related traumatic brain injury and blast-related 

hearing loss are unknown.  Independently, both hearing loss and blast exposure affect the entire 

auditory processing pathway, changing cellular properties and causing central auditory processing 

disorder.  Here we identify distinct changes to primary auditory cortex and temporal processing in 

mice following blast exposure both with and without protected hearing.  We show that blast-

exposure alone activates microglia in primary auditory cortex, but hearing loss is required for 

reductions in the density of parvalbumin-expressing interneurons.  Although blast exposure does 

impair the temporal following response, these impairments are more severe with concurrent 

unilateral hearing loss, and accompany impairments in gap detection behavior.  Together these 

results indicate that protecting hearing during blast exposure can prevent most impairments to 

auditory processing but does not fully protect temporal processing. 
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3.2. Introduction 

Exposure to blast shockwaves can cause tinnitus and central auditory processing disorder 

(CAPD) (Axelsson and Sandh, 1985b; Cave et al., 2007b; Elder and Cristian, 2009). The 

mechanisms underlying these blast-induced auditory pathologies are poorly understood 

(Rosenfeld and Ford, 2010; Eggermont, 2013).   Explosive blasts cause traumatic injuries to both 

the peripheral and central auditory systems. In the auditory periphery, blasts can perforate the 

tympanic membrane and damage hair cells, resulting in hearing loss, which is a major risk factor 

for tinnitus and CAPD (Nelson and Thomas, 1997; Snell and Frisina, 2000; Turner et al., 2006b; Fournier 

and Hebert, 2013). Additionally, blast exposure can compromise the central nervous system through 

traumatic brain injury (TBI) (Saljo et al., 2003; Kamnaksh et al., 2011; Mao et al., 2012b; 

Valiyaveettil et al., 2012; Tate et al., 2014; Race et al., 2017), which can also cause tinnitus and 

CAPD (Vernon and Press, 1994; Jury and Flynn, 2001; Folmer and Griest, 2003; Rossiter et al., 

2006; Lew et al., 2007; Sayer et al., 2008; Belanger et al., 2009; Fausti et al., 2009; Mao et al., 

2012b). For example, the incidence of tinnitus is higher in military personnel with TBI compared 

to those without TBI, with up to 38% of veterans suffering from TBI also experiencing tinnitus 

(Lew et al., 2007). Blast-exposed military service members exhibit a threefold increase in 

abnormalities on tests of central auditory function and speech in noise, despite normal peripheral 

hearing sensitivity (Gallun et al., 2012; Saunders et al., 2015). Repetitive head impacts even 

without concussion can result in CAPD (Malloy and Bellis, 2013).  

Exposure to blasts can activate neuroinflammatory responses, disrupt excitation/inhibition 

balance, and reduce the density of parvalbumin-expressing interneurons (PV neurons) (Svetlov et 

al., 2010; Mao et al., 2012b; Wang et al., 2018c). Neuroinflammation and excitation/inhibition 

imbalance have been hypothesized to contribute to tinnitus and CAPD (Llano et al., 2012; Sturm et 
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al., 2017; Miyakawa et al., 2019; Wang et al., 2019b). PV neurons can, in addition to regulating 

excitation/inhibition balance in cortex (Ferguson and Gao, 2018), encode dynamic stimulus 

features such as gaps in sounds (Weible et al., 2014; Keller et al., 2018), which is important for 

speech perception (Phillips, 1999). Thus, loss of PV neurons can plausibly contribute to both 

tinnitus and CAPD. As blast-induced hearing loss and TBI can separately cause 

neuroinflammatory responses, excitation/inhibition imbalance and PV neuron loss through 

different mechanisms (Kotak et al., 2005a; Johnstone et al., 2013; Resnik and Polley, 2017b; 

Schiavone et al., 2017; Wang et al., 2019a; Wang et al., 2019b), it is unclear how trauma to the 

peripheral and central auditory systems interact and contribute to blast-induced pathologies.   

To dissociate the effects of blast-related TBI and hearing loss, we tested two groups of 

blast-exposed mice, one with both ears protected (BEP) from blast shockwaves, leaving hearing 

intact, and another with only one ear protected (OEP), inducing hearing loss in the other ear.  We 

found that blast-exposure without hearing loss was sufficient to induce activation of microglia and 

can cause deficits in temporal processing in AI.  However, concurrent hearing loss resulted in a 

reduction in PV neuron density, greater deficits in cortical temporal sound processing, reduced 

signal to noise ratio in AI responses, and impairments in gap detection. 
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3.3. Experimental Procedures 

All procedures used in this study have been approved by the University of Arizona and Wayne 

State University IACUCs.  C57BL6/J (male and 2-month old, purchased from Jackson laboratory).  

Blast exposure. Blast exposure was performed as described before (Mao et al., 2012a). The mice 

were anesthetized with isoflurane (0.75-1% in a 2:1 N2O:O2 gas mixture). Those in the right-ear-

protected (REP) group have their right ears protected with an earplug and sealed with mineral oil. 

Mice in the both-ear-protected group have both ears protected with earplugs and mineral oil. Each 

mouse was exposed to one 22-psi blast using a custom-built shock-tube assembly (ORA, Inc.). 

Blast exposure at this level does not affect rats’ eating and drinking behaviors. The pressure 

waveform was monitored using piezoelectric sensors (PCB Piezotronics). A high-speed video 

camera (HG100K, Kodak), which captures up to 3000 frames/s, was used to monitor the animal’s 

orientation and movement, prior to, during, and after delivery of the pressure wave. Sham-exposed 

mice underwent the same procedure without blast delivery. 

Prepulse inhibition and gap detection tests.  Twenty-two mice (8 in the Sham group, 8 in the 

REP group and 6 in the BEP group) underwent three days of prepulse inhibition and gap detection 

tests on Days 10-12 after blast exposure. The first two days served to stabilize the animals’ 

behavior and the results of the third day are presented here. The test procedures have been 

described before (Wang et al., 2019b). During the testing session, a mouse was placed in a plastic 

container with a mesh lid. The container was placed on a piezoelectric sensor in a sound attenuation 

chamber. Sounds were played through an open field speaker (FOSTEX FT17H) fixed above the 

container. The prepulse inhibition test measures the acoustic startle response elicited by a brief 
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white noise burst (50 ms at 102 dB SPL) and its suppression by a preceding tone (50 ms, 16 kHz 

at 75 dB SPL). In cued trials, the noise burst is preceded by the 16-kHz tone with a variable inter-

stimulus interval (ISI) psuedorandomly chosen from a list of values: 5, 10, 20, 40, 80 and 160 ms. 

In uncued trials, no tone was presented before the noise burst. A total of 210 trials were delivered 

each daily session comprising 30 trials for each of the 7 trial types (6 ISIs and 1 uncued).     

The gap detection task measures the suppression of loud noise-induced startle responses by a 

preceding silent gap embedded in a continuous background sound. Each trial starts with a carrier 

pure tone (16 kHz, at 75 dB SPL), played for a variable duration of 10-20 s. In uncued trials, the 

carrier tone was followed by a startle stimulus—a 50 ms white noise burst at 102 dB SPL. In cued 

trials, a silent gap in the background sound was introduced before the onset of the loud noise burst. 

The gap duration was randomly chosen from a list of values: 5, 10, 20, 40, 80 or 160 ms. The 

termination of the gap preceded the onset of the startle stimulus by 50 ms. A total of 210 trials 

were delivered in each daily session comprised of 30 trials for each of the 7 trial types (6 gap 

durations and 1 uncued). The gap detection assay was carried out immediately following the 

prepulse inhibition test.    

Auditory brainstem response (ABRs) recordings. ABRs to tone burst were recorded from four 

mice per group following gap detection and PPI tests. Briefly, under anesthesia with a mixture of 

air (1 liter/min) and isoflurane (1-2.5% v/v), a mouse was placed on  a homeothermic heating pad. 

Three subdermal platinum electrodes were used, with the positive electrode inserted at the cranial 

vertex, i.e., the upper surface of the head, the reference electrode below the ear pinna, ipsilateral 

to the speaker, and the ground electrode in the contralateral temporal muscle. Tone burst stimuli 
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at 4, 8, 16 and 32 kHz (10 ms duration) were generated with an RX5 multifunction processor using 

SigGenRP software and ABRs were recorded using TDT BioSigRP software (TDT system 2; 

Tucker-Davis Technologies, Alachua, FL). Sounds were delivered to the ear through a speaker 

and a tube inserted in the external auditory canal. Responses to tone bursts were averaged and the 

average responses were recorded. The contralateral ear was protected with sound attenuating clay. 

The ABR threshold was defined as the lowest intensity at which a distinct portion of the 

physiological waveform can be identified. First peak latency was also measure at 70 dB SPL and 

at 15 dB above threshold using 16 kHz tone. 

Electrophysiological recording. Unit responses in AI were recorded as previously described 

(Kim and Bao, 2009; Masri et al., 2018). AI of animals were recorded from ten to 15 days after 

blast exposure.  Mice were anesthetized using a cocktail of ketamine (100 mg/kg) and xylazine 

(10 mg/kg), and placed on a homeothermic heating pad at 36.5 °C (Harvard Apparatus) in a sound 

attenuation chamber. The head was secured with a custom head-holder that left the ears 

unobstructed. The right auditory cortex was exposed and kept under a layer of silicone oil to 

prevent desiccation. The extracellular signal was obtained using a TDT (Tucker Davis 

Technologies) amplifier (Medusa RA16PA) connected to TDT RX5 hardware at a sampling rate 

of 25 kHz using TDT software (OpenEx) running on a Windows 10 computer. Neural responses 

were recorded using 32 channel (4x8 configuration) silicon probes (neuroNexus) over a depth of 

100-800 ± 50 microns, presumably spanning the cortical layers. Being spaced 250 µm apart, the

four shanks approximately spanned the rostro-caudal axis of AI.  For spike recording, signals were 

bandpass filtered between 300 and 9,000 Hz and thresholded at 1.5 times the standard deviation 

of the signal. A TDT coupler model electrostatic speaker was used to present all acoustic stimuli 
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into the left ear (contralateral to the recorded cortical hemisphere) in unexposed mice and the right 

ear in mice with NIHL. Sound stimulation was controlled by a TDT RZ6.  For receptive field (RF) 

recording, pure tone pips of 51 frequencies (4-75 kHz, 0.1 octave spacing, 5-ms cosine-squared 

ramps, 50-ms duration, repeated three times) at 8 intensities (0-70 dB SPL, 10 dB spacing) were 

presented in pseudorandom order, and responses were used to reconstruct the frequency-intensity 

receptive field of each individual neuron. For repetitive stimulation, pure tone pips and noise bursts 

(25-ms duration, 5-ms cosine-squared ramps) were presented at rates of 3, 6, 9, 12, 15, and 18 Hz.  

Four pure tone frequencies were chosen to approximately match the best frequencies of the 

previously recorded RFs.  AI was identified by its tonotopic orientation—higher frequencies are 

represented more rostrally and slightly more dorsally. Multi-unit activity was evenly sampled from 

AI.  

Signal-to-noise ratio calculation. We used a coherence-based signal-to-noise metric 

described in Borst and Theunissen (1999) to obtain an upper and lower bound on 

information carried in the spike train in response to pure tone pips for each neuron. Briefly, 

an estimate of the true signal s(t) was obtained by averaging all trial spike histograms, R(t). 

The noise estimate n(t) for each trial was then calculated as the residual error after 

subtracting the signal s(t) from R(t). The signal power S(f) and noise power N(f) as a 

function of a frequency f were calculated using Welch’s method for power spectral density. 

The coherence between S and R, which describes the degree of linear relationship between 

S and R at each frequency f (Hsu et al., 2004), was calculated as follows: 

g s,s+n
2 =

S2( f )

S2( f ) + N 2( f )
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Where R = S +N, as stated before.  This measure can be used to calculate the information 

lower bound, measured in bits per second: 

 

 

The integration was performed up to a frequency bound of Fb  = 100 Hz, after which the 

relationship between signal and noise power remained flat. To calculate the information 

upper bound, the same procedure was followed, but the estimate of the noise for each trial 

was jack-knifed by leaving out data from the trial of interest during the calculation of the 

mean signal (Hsu et al., 2004). The information metric reported in our results is the mean 

of the upper and lower information bound. 

 

Normalized vector strength calculation. We used a vector strength calculation to gauge how 

well a given multiunit entrained firing to sounds at increasing repetition rates.  Briefly, spike times 

for a multiunit in the windows around each sound presentation in a specific sequence (trial) were 

combined, divided by the window length, multiplied by 2π to find the phase of each spike, and 

converted to Cartesian coordinates.  The resulting x and y magnitudes were normalized by spike 

count and their hypotenuse is the vector strength presented here. 

 

Immunofluorescence staining and image analysis. Two weeks after blast exposure, four mice 

per group were transcardially perfused under deep anesthesia with ice-cold PBS followed by 4% 

paraformaldehyde. Brains were removed and fixed in the same fixative overnight at 4°C, 

equilibrated in 30% sucrose and embedded in Tissue-Tek (Sankura Finetek). Frozen coronal 

  

I = - log2 1- g s, s+n
2( )

0

Fb
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sections (16 μm in thickness) were collected on gelatinized glass slides. After air drying, sections 

were washed in PBS and penetrated with 0.1% Triton-X at room temperature for 10 min. The 

tissue samples were blocked with Dako Serum-free blocking buffer (Dako) and incubated with 

primary antibodies (anti-Parvalbumin Polyclonal antibody, PA1-933, Invitrogen or anti-IBA1 

Polyclonal antibody, ab107159, Abcam) overnight at 4°C. The secondary antibodies conjugated 

with Alexa Fluor 488 (anti-PV antibody, Invitrogen) and Alexa Fluor 658 (anti-IBA1 antibody, 

Invitrogen) were incubated for 1 hour at room temperature to enable fluorescent detection. After 

rinsing with PBS, the sections were mounted with fluorescence mounting medium (Dako) and 

viewed under the Olympus BX40 microscope with a digital microscope camera (C11440; 

Hamamatsu). Sections of AI were imaged directly. Immunofluorescent images were sampled 

systematically and randomly from the AI, with the experimenters blind to sample groups. All the 

images were taken on the same day using the same parameters. PV neurons were counted manually 

and normalized to the area of interest to give density. Analysis of the IBA1 staining was performed 

with the software Image J. Based on area coverage, the microglial cell size and the cell body size 

were determined manually. The soma-to-whole cell size ratio of the IBA1-stained cells was used 

to measure microglial deramification in the AI area ((Dang et al., 2016), (Hovens et al., 2015). 

Statistical analysis. Statistical analyses were conducted using SPSS and MatLab. Group 

comparisons of variables were made using a one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) followed by 

least significant differences post-hoc. For electrophysiological data, individual cells were used as 

the experimental unit for analysis. The significance level was set at α = 5%. All data are expressed 

as mean ± SEM unless otherwise stated.  
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3.4. Results 

Blast exposure increases auditory brainstem response threshold and latency. We recorded 

ABR signals to measure hearing threshold and first peak latency.  Compared to sham exposed 

mice, blast-exposed mice with the right ear protected (REP) had 30-40 dB threshold increases in 

the unprotected ear (left ear of the right-ear-protected mice, REP/left) at the tested frequencies 

(Group x Frequency repeated measure ANOVA, Group effects F3,12 = 16.02, p < 0.001; pairwise 

comparison, p < 0.01 between REP/left and all other groups ). The protected ear (REP/right) also 

had significant threshold increases compared to the sham group (p = 0.03), but the increases were 

not as severe as the unprotected ear (5 db, p < 0.002, REP/left vs. REP/right). The both-ears-

protected (BEP) group did not have a significant threshold increase compared to sham mice (p = 

0.541).    

Blast exposure increases ABR first peak latency in addition to the ABR threshold. When 

tested with 16-kHz tone pips at 70-dB SPL, ABR recorded at the unprotected ear of the REP mice 

had significantly longer first peak latency (ANOVA F3,12 = 8.947, p = 0.002; pairwise comparison, 

p < 0.01 between REP/left and all other groups). When tested with 16-kHz tone pips at 15 dB 

above ABR threshold, all blast exposed groups had longer first peak latencies (ANOVA F3,12 = 

3.889, p = 0.037; pairwise comparison, p < 0.05 between sham and all other groups). 

Blast exposure impairs gap detection and prepulse inhibition. Twenty-two mice (8 Sham, 8 

REP and 6 BEP) underwent prepulse inhibition and gap detection tests with variable interstimulus 

intervals and gap durations from 5 to 160 ms (see Figure 2, upper panels). For the PPI test, we 

found a significant group x ISI interaction, but no overall group effect (two-way ANOVA, group 

effect, F2,114 = 4.991, p = 0.008; gap duration x group interaction, F10,114 = 1.179, p = 0.312; 

pairwise comparison, p = 0.006 for sham vs BEP, p = 0.010 for sham vs REP, p = 0.718 for BEP 
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vs REP). For gap detection behavior, REP but not BEP mice showed significant impairments (two-

way ANOVA, group effect, F2,114 = 10.934, p < 0.001; gap duration x group interaction, F10,114 = 

0.161, p = 0.998; pairwise comparison, p < 0.001 REP vs. sham and REP vs BEP, p = 0.90 BEP 

vs. sham).  

Blast exposure activates microglial cells and hearing loss reduces PV neuron density. We next 

compared microglial deramification to assess microglial activation in AI tissue of the three groups.  

Microglial deramification was measured as the ratio of the cell soma size to the whole cell size of 

stained microglia.  We found that blast exposure was sufficient to cause significant microglial 

deramification, with no significant differences between BEP and REP data of either hemisphere 

(one-way ANOVA, F3,59 = 20.595, p < 0.001; pairwise comparisons, p < 0.001 between sham and 

all other groups, and p > 0.1 between groups other than sham; Figure 3, A-B). 

We examined how blast exposure influenced PV neuron density in AI. There were 

significant reductions in PV neuron density in AI of both hemispheres of REP mice compared to 

both sham and BEP mice (one-way ANOVA, F3,42 = 10.08, p < 0.001; pairwise comparisons, p = 

0.005 between REP left vs. Sham and p = 0.002 between REP right vs. Sham; Figure 3, C-D).  

There were no significant differences in PV neuron density between sham and BEP mice (p = 

0.467). These data indicate that blast-induced reduction in PV neuron density in AI depends on 

hearing loss. 

Effects of blast exposure on receptive field properties depends on hearing loss.  We assessed 

the effects of blast exposure and hearing loss on sound-evoked firing and frequency tuning 

properties in AI.  We recorded multiunit activity in the right hemisphere 10-20 days after blast 
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exposure using a 32-channel silicon probe (NeuroNexus) with a configuration of 4 shanks x 8 

rows, lowered to a depth of about 800 µm so as to span the depth of auditory cortex.  The speaker 

was placed in the ear contralateral to the recorded hemisphere, except for the REP group, where it 

was placed ipsilaterally due to hearing loss in the contralateral ear.   

The combined peri-stimulus time histograms (Figure 4A) to all sound frequencies and 

intensities revealed higher pre-tone spontaneous firing rates in multiunits of the BEP group alone 

(one-way ANOVA, F2,1883 = 13.241, p < 0.001; pairwise comparison, p < 0.0001 for BEP and all 

other groups; Figure 4B). Taken simply as the peak of the combined PSTH for each multiunit, 

overall evoked firing rate was similar between sham and BEP mice but was lower in the REP 

group (one-way ANOVA, F2,1883 = 28.827, p < 0.001; pairwise comparison, p < 0.0001 for REP 

and all other groups; Figure 4C). SNR was significantly reduced in REP mice (one-way ANOVA, 

F2,1883 = 17.497, p < 0.001; pairwise comparison, p < 0.0006 for REP and all other groups, Figure 

4D). 

We observed increased hearing thresholds in the REP mice, which reflect cortical 

reorganization to the ipsilateral ear (one-way ANOVA, F2,1883 = 24.8982, p < 0.001; pairwise 

comparison, p < 0.0001 for REP and all other groups, Figure 4F).  In addition, we found a decrease 

in bandwidth of the receptive field at 80 dB SPL (one-way ANOVA, F2,1883 = 28.9604, p < 0.001; 

pairwise comparison, p < 0.0001 for REP and all other groups, Figure 4G).  Together with the 

higher threshold, these data indicate an upshifted and thus smaller RF in the REP mice. We also 

measured evoked firing rates using the evoked responses in bins within the contour of the receptive 

field (Figure 4H). As RFs themselves are smaller (higher threshold and lower bandwidth) in REP 

mice and this measure is resilient to this effect, the reduction in evoked activity rates is smaller 

than the PSTH measure, but still significant (one-way ANOVA, F2,1883 = 4.0424, p = 0.0179; 
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pairwise comparison, p = 0.0124 for REP and Sham; Figure 4C). 

Blast exposure impairs the temporal following response in AI.  To assess whether blast 

exposure impairs temporal auditory processing in AI we presented pure tone pips and noise bursts 

(25 ms duration) at increasing rates of repetition (3, 6, 9, 12, 15 and 18 Hz) while recording 

extracellular cortical multiunit activity from AI.  We presented six sound stimuli at each rate, 

except for the 3 Hz rate, for which we presented 3.  For each recording, 4 tone frequencies were 

chosen to most closely match the best frequencies of the multiunits recorded on the 4 shanks of 

the silicon electrode based on the prior RF recording.  The frequency which elicited the largest 

evoked responses (highest PSTH peak between 7-52 ms after the first tone presentation) for a given 

multiunit after the first tone was used for analysis.  Only multiunits with visible responses to the 

first tone across all repetitions rates were used (sham n = 255, REP n = 216, BEP n = 224; for 

representative PSTHs and raster plots, see Figure 5, A-D). 

To gauge how well responses were phasically time-locked to the repetitive sounds, we 

calculated the normalized vector strength of the multiunit spike train  The vector strength reflects 

the temporal reliability of spiking across each of the six (or 3) repetitive stimulus cycles in a trial, 

but is also affected by the signal to noise ratio as spontaneous firing will reduce the vector strength. 

REP mice have almost no temporal following response above 3 Hz while still responding strongly 

to the first sound in a sequence.  For noise burst stimuli, the BEP group performs significantly 

worse than sham when compared over all rates, while the REP group performs significantly worse 

than BEP (rate x group, 2-way ANOVA, F2,4162 = 339.77, p < 0.001, pairwise comparison REP 

and BEP, p < 0.001, BEP and Sham, p < 0.001 ; Figure 5F). 

In general, normalized vector strengths are lower for pure tone stimuli than for noise bursts.  
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This follows expectations as pure tone stimuli will only activate specific subpopulations of neurons 

in AI (and subpopulations of neurons within a multiunit).  When tested with pure tone stimuli, the 

sham group again has significantly greater normalized vector strength than the BEP group, while 

the BEP group again performs significantly better than the REP group, though overall differences 

are smaller than with noise burst stimuli (rate x group 2-way ANOVA, F2,4162 = 43.74, p < 0.001, 

pairwise comparison, Sham and BEP, p = 0.002, BEP and REP, p < 0.0001). This indicates that 

blast exposure without hearing loss affects temporal processing in AI, and that the effect is 

exacerbated when combined with hearing loss. 

We also looked at the phase of the vector, which offers a measure of the delay for evoked 

responses to repetitive stimuli.  This measure is affected by the overall signal to noise ratio of the 

multiunit as spontaneous activity will “drag” the vector towards the middle of the window between 

sound stimuli.  In addition, faster repetition rates will tend to exhibit later phases as the normal 

delay between sound presentation and evoked activity will represent greater fractions of the total 

duration.  For noise burst stimuli, the BEP group is significantly delayed compared to sham when 

comparing each rate in each group, while the REP is significantly delayed compared to BEP and 

sham (rate x group, 2-way ANOVA, F2,4162 = 289.36, p < 0.001, pairwise comparison REP and 

BEP, p < 0.001, BEP and Sham, p < 0.001 ; Figure 5, H).  For pure tone stimuli, results are nearly 

identical.  The REP group again performs significantly worse than the BEP group, while the BEP 

groups performs significantly worse than Sham, though the differences are smaller (rate x group, 

2-way ANOVA, F2,4162 = 32.65, p < 0.001, pairwise comparison REP and BEP, p < 0.001, BEP 

and Sham, p = 0.01 ; Figure 5, G).   
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3.5. Discussion 

Blast exposure results in TBI and hearing loss, leading to neuroinflammatory responses, 

neuronal loss, impaired auditory processing and tinnitus. In this study, we examined the 

contributions of TBI and hearing loss to blast-induced cellular, electrophysiological and behavioral 

dysfunctions of the auditory system. We found that blast exposure without hearing loss results in 

microglial activation and moderate impairments in temporal sound processing in AI, without 

affecting receptive field characteristics. At the behavioral level, blast exposure without hearing 

loss results in moderate impairments in PPI but not gap detection. By contrast, blast exposure with 

monaural hearing loss resulted in more severe impairments in temporal processing, substantial 

changes in receptive field properties, and behavioral impairments in both PPI and gap detection. 

In addition, PV neuron loss was observed when blast exposure also caused hearing loss, but not 

when both ears are protected. These results indicate that both TBI and hearing loss contribute to 

blast-induced auditory processing deficits and possibly tinnitus.   

Microglia are the immune cells of central nervous system. In their quiescent state, 

microglia sense the environment with their extended processes. When they sense damage caused 

by internal and external insults, such as brain disease and blast-induced TBI, they become 

deramified and mobilize to clean up damaged cells. In the present study we observed microglial 

deramification in blast-exposed mice with both ears protected, suggesting that TBI alone without 

hearing loss is sufficient to activate microglia in the auditory cortex. Activated microglia not only 

clean up damaged cells, but also modulate neuronal circuit functions. For example, they can 

decouple synapses by physically separating pre- and postsynaptic membranes. In BEP mice, we 

observed elevated spontaneous activity, and impairments in temporal processing of rapidly 

successive stimuli in AI. They also showed impairments in PPI but not in gap detection.   
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In addition to TBI, blast shockwaves result in hearing loss, which exaggerated blast-

induced impairments. Compared to mice in the BEP group, mice in the REP group showed a lower 

signal-to-noise ratio in their cortical responses to tones, worse temporal processing of rapidly 

successive sounds, and impaired gap detection over a wide range of gap durations. These results 

indicate that hearing loss contributes to blast-induced impairments in auditory processing. 

Furthermore, REP mice also showed lower PV neuron density, which was not observed in BEP 

mice. These results support a role of PV neurons in cortical temporal processing and behavioral 

gap detection.  

Impaired performance in gap detection is associated with tinnitus in humans, and has often 

been used as evidence of tinnitus in animals (Turner et al., 2006b; Fournier and Hébert, 2013). 

Thus, blast-induced impairment in gap detection observed in this study is consistent with findings 

of a higher incidence of tinnitus in humans following blast exposure (Oleksiak et al., 2012; 

Theodoroff et al., 2015). It is interesting to note that impaired gap detection in this study was 

associated with reduced PV neuron density, but not with increased baseline cortical activity. BEP 

mice had elevated baseline activity and normal gap detection performance, whereas REP mice are 

impaired in gap detection but had a normal mean cortical baseline firing rate. We have previously 

observed a similar dissociation between impaired gap detection and increased cortical baseline 

activity in noise exposed mice (Miyakawa et al., 2019). However, these results should be 

interpreted cautiously, in the present study, baseline firing rate was calculated from multiunit 

activity that was recorded in anesthetized mice during brief windows before repeated sound 

stimulation (please see the Methods for details). It remains to be determined how blast and noise 

exposure affect spontaneous firing rate of cortical neurons in awake mice during prolonged silence. 

Speech perception requires discrimination of temporal envelopes and temporal fine 
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features (Schneider and Pichora-Fuller, 2001). In the present study, blast exposure without hearing 

loss impaired temporal processing at repetition rates above 6 Hz, which is in the center of the 

temporal modulation rate of speech sounds. Our results are consistent with TBI as risk factor for 

auditory processing deficits (Gallun et al., 2012; Malloy and Bellis, 2013; Saunders et al., 2015), 

and indicate that additional hearing loss greatly exacerbates the deficits caused by TBI. 

In this study we observed reduced bandwidth of receptive fields at 80-dB sound intensity 

10 to 20 days after blast exposure.  This reduction of tuning bandwidth was associated with an 

increase in threshold and a general upward shift of the receptive fields toward the higher intensity. 

This result differs from a previous observation that cortical multiunits increased tuning bandwidth 

in rats three months after blast exposure with the right ear protected (Masri et al., 2018).  It is likely 

that more extensive cortical circuit reorganization occurred during the 3-month period, resulting 

in broadened frequency selectivity (Masri et al., 2018). The difference in the stimulated ears could 

also have contributed to the differences in the observed effects on cortical tuning bandwidth—the 

ipsilateral ear was stimulated in the current study whereas the contralateral ear was stimulated in 

the earlier study (Masri et al., 2018).   

PV neurons account for about 40% of cortical inhibitory neurons (Xu et al., 2010). They 

are involved in diverse functions, such as sharpening response timing, improving signal-to-noise 

ratio, controlling neuronal gain, and gating the critical period of developmental plasticity (Hensch 

and Stryker, 2004; Gabernet et al., 2005; Sohal et al., 2009; Atallah et al., 2012; Lee et al., 2012; 

Hamilton et al., 2013). In addition to regulating excitation/inhibition balance in cortex (Ferguson 

and Gao, 2018), PV neurons can encode dynamic stimulus features such as gaps in sound (Weible 

et al., 2014; Keller et al., 2018), which is important for speech perception (Phillips, 1999). Thus, 

loss of PV neurons can plausibly contribute to both tinnitus and auditory processing deficit. In the 
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present study, we observed a dissociation between microglial activation and PV neuron loss—BEP 

mice showed microglial deramification but not PV neuron loss. PV neuron loss was also reported 

in the hippocampus following blast exposure. In that study, blockade of TNF-α prevented blast-

induced PV neuron loss but failed to prevent microglial deramification. Future studies on the 

interactions among TNF-α, microglia and PV neurons may provide insights on the mechanisms 

underlying blast-induced PV neuron loss and its contribution to auditory processing deficit and 

tinnitus.  
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3.7. Figures 

Figure 1. Blast exposure increases auditory brainstem response threshold and latency. A. 

Sample traces of ABR recordings at 70 dB SPL and at 15 dB SPL above threshold.  Black bars 

indicate first peak latency of the sham group. Data for the left and right ear are both included only 

for the REP group.  B. Average ABR thresholds for mice in the different blast exposure groups. 

C. ABR first peak latency at 70 dB SPL and 15 dB above threshold. * p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01
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Figure 2. Blast exposure degrades temporal processing in behavioral tests. A. Gap detection 

was impaired in blast-exposed mice across a wide range of gap durations but only when only one 

ear was protected. B. PPI was impaired in blast-exposed mice only for shot inter-stimulus intervals 

of 5-40 ms. In the schematic of the behavioral paradigm, green bars indicate 16-kHz tones and red 

bars indicate startling noise bursts. n = 8 for each group. 
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Figure 3. Blast exposure is sufficient to increase microglial activation while hearing loss is 

required for reductions in Parvalbumin-expressing interneurons in AI. A. Sample images 

showing IHC stained microglial cells in the ramified state in sham exposed mice, and deramified 

state in BEP and REP AI.  B. Blast exposure caused microglial activation both with and without 

hearing loss, as measured by reduction in the circular area of identified microglial cells.  In the 

REP group, microglia were deramified in both hemisphere. C. Sample images showing IHC 

stained Parvalbumin-expressing neurons in AI.  D. Only blast exposure with concurrent hearing 

loss caused reductions in the density of PV neurons, in both hemispheres. * p < 0.001 
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Figure 4. Blast exposure degrades central auditory pure tone processing. A. Mean PSTH of 

multiunits in each group to pure tone stimuli during receptive field recordings.  Note the clear drop 

in evoked activity for REP mice, and the clear rise in spontaneous activity for BEP mice. Only 
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multiunits with receptive fields were included in this figure. B. BEP mice had significantly 

increased multiunit spontaneous activity C. REP mice had significantly reduced evoked activity 

D. SNR is significantly reduced only for the REP group. E. Representative receptive fields

recorded from sham-exposed, one ear protected and both ears protected mice. F. REP mice showed 

a significant increase in acoustic threshold. G. OEP mice had significantly reduced bandwidth at 

80 dB SPL H. Sham exposed mice has significantly higher evoked activity compared to REP mice, 

as measured from pure tone evoked responses within the contour of the RF. * p < 0.05, *** p < 

0.001 
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Figure 5. Blast exposure degrades central auditory temporal processing. A. Peristimulus time 

histograms of representative cortical responses to repetitive tone stimulation recorded from a 

sham-exposed mouse (upper), a right-ear protected mouse (middle) and both-ears protected mouse 

(lower). The repetition rate of the tone pips are indicated on the left. The tone pips are marked by 

red lines below the histograms. Please note that the response of the neurons followed the tone pips 

up to 18 Hz in the sham-exposed mice, but followed much worse in both groups of blast-exposed 

mice. B-D. Raster plots of the same multiunits in A, showing trial by trial responses to repetitive 

stimuli in three groups of mice. E. Vector strength, which measures how well neurons respond to 

rapidly successive sounds, was significantly lower in BEP and OEP mice at high temporal rates 
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(9-18 Hz) in response to pure tone stimuli at best frequencies. F. Vector strength for noise burst 

stimuli. Both groups of blast-exposed mice are impaired relative to sham, but OEP mice are 

significantly worse than BEP mice.  G. Phase delay, which measures the median response time 

during the interval between successive stimuli, measured in radians (2π being the time between 

two sounds in a sequence).  For pure tone stimuli this was significantly higher in blast than sham-

blasted mice across all temporal rates. G. Phase delay for noise burst stimuli.  * p < 0.05 ** p < 

0.01, *** p < 0.001 
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4.1. Abstract 

Exposure to loud noises not only leads to trauma and loss of output from the ear, but also 

alters downstream central auditory circuits. A perceptual consequence of noise-induced central 

auditory disruption is impairment in gap-induced prepulse inhibition, also known as gap detection. 

Recent studies have implicated cortical parvalbumin-positive (PV) inhibitory interneurons in gap 

detection and prepulse inhibition. Here we show that exposure to loud noises specifically reduces 

the density of cortical PV but not somatostatin-positive (SOM) interneurons in primary auditory 

cortex (AI). Optogenetic activation of PV neurons produced less cortical inhibition in noise-

exposed than sham-exposed animals, indicative of reduced PV neuron function. Activation of 

SOM neurons resulted in similar levels of cortical inhibition in noise- and sham-exposed groups. 

Furthermore, chemogenetic activation of PV neurons with the hM3-based DREADD (designer 

receptor exclusively activated by designer drugs) completely reversed the impairments in gap 

detection for noise-exposed animals. These results support the notions that cortical PV neurons 

encode gap-in-sound, and that loss of PV neurons contributes to noise-induced impairment in gap 

detection. 
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4.2. Introduction 

Exposure to loud recreational and occupational noises is a major cause of hearing loss. 

Noise exposure can damage cochlear hair cells and their ribbon synapses onto spiral ganglionic 

neurons, weakening sensory input to the brain (Eggermont and Roberts, 2004a; Kujawa and 

Liberman, 2009; de Beeck et al., 2011). Additionally, hearing loss can cause widespread 

molecular, cellular and physiological changes in the central auditory pathway (Mühlnickel et al., 

1998; Groschel et al., 2010). While these changes may include an increase in the excitation-to-

inhibition ratio to compensate for missing thalamocortical input, they can also cause central 

processing disorders (Qiu et al., 2000; Seki and Eggermont, 2003a; Kotak et al., 2005c; 

Eggermont, 2006a; Sun et al., 2008). One such disorder is impaired gap detection as measured 

with gap-induced prepulse inhibition (Aizawa and Eggermont, 2006; Turner et al., 2006c). The 

impairment is believed to stem from pathologies in the central auditory pathway because it cannot 

be fully accounted for by noise-induced hearing loss (Longenecker and Galazyuk, 2011; 

Eggermont, 2013). For example, mice with monaural NIHL were impaired in gap detection, 

despite functionally intact hearing, as evidenced by their performance in tone-induced prepulse 

inhibition (Wang et al., 2019b). Mice deficient in TNF-α gene expression exhibited normal gap 

detection despite monaural NIHL, indicating that monaural hearing loss alone does not impair gap 

detection (Wang et al., 2019b).   

What causes impairment in gap detection if not hearing loss itself? Recent studies have 

implicated cortical PV+ inhibitory interneurons (PV neurons) in gap detection (Weible et al., 2014; 

Keller et al., 2018). PV neurons account for about 40% of cortical inhibitory neurons (Xu et al., 

2010). They are involved in diverse functions, such as sharpening response timing, improving 

signal-to-noise ratio, controlling neuronal gain, and gating the critical period of developmental 

plasticity (Hensch and Stryker, 2004; Gabernet et al., 2005; Sohal et al., 2009; Atallah et al., 2012; 
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Lee et al., 2012; Hamilton et al., 2013). Relevant to gap detection is recent evidence that PV 

neurons encode gaps in continuous background sound.  Specifically, PV neurons respond more 

strongly than non-PV neurons to gap onset (Keller et al., 2018). Paradoxically, suppressing cortical 

PV neuron activity before or after the gap, which presumably weakens encoding of the gap by PV 

neurons, was found to enhance gap-induced prepulse inhibition (Weible et al., 2014). Furthermore, 

PV-deficient mice are impaired in tone-induced prepulse inhibition (Brown et al., 2015). Thus, 

while evidence suggests the involvement of PV neurons in gap detection, the nature of their 

contributions and their role in behavioral deficits after NIHL is unclear.  

Does noise exposure alter cortical PV neuron physiology? PV neurons are modulated by 

sensory input. For example, deprivation of dynamic acoustic input during development can delay 

their maturation (de Villers-Sidani et al., 2008). Depriving sound input in adulthood suppresses 

PV neuron function (Resnik and Polley, 2017a). Studies also examined PV neurons following 

noise exposure, but reported different effects; PV expression in AI was found to be enhanced (Liu 

et al., 2018b) and unaltered (Nguyen et al., 2017a). These discrepancies, likely due to differences 

in noise exposure paradigms and other procedures, make it difficult to assess the involvement of 

PV neurons in noise-induced impairment in gap detection. 

We observed cortical PV neuron density and function following NIHL and their potential 

involvement in noise-induced impairment in gap detection. Our monaural noise exposure 

paradigm resulted in significant reductions of PV neuron density and PV neuron-mediated cortical 

suppression without altering SOM-expressing interneuron (SOM neuron) density or function. 

Furthermore, there were reductions in expression of Glutamic acid decarboxylase (GAD) proteins 

in PV neurons.  Using optoelectrophysiology we demonstrate that inhibitory output by PV but not 

SOM neurons is significantly reduced following NIHL. Chemogenetic activation of PV neurons 
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partially reversed noise-induced impairments in gap detection and prepulse inhibition.  Our results 

support a role of PV neurons in gap detection and suggest that reduced PV neuron-mediated 

inhibition and other changes to PV neuron physiology contribute to impairments in gap detection 

following NIHL. 
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4.3. Experimental Procedures 

All procedures used in this study have been approved by the University of Arizona Institutional 

Animal Care and Use Committee.  Three strains of mice were used in this study: PV-Cre 

(B6;129P2-Pvalbtm1(cre)Arbr/J, Jackson Laboratory stock # 008069), SOM-Cre (Ssttm2.1(cre)Zjh/J, 

Jackson Laboratory Stock # 013044) and ROSA-tdTomato (B6.Cg-Gt(ROSA)26Sortm9(CAG-

tdTomato)Hze/J, Jackson Laboratory Stock # 007909).   

Noise-induced hearing loss. Animals were anesthetized with ketamine (100 mg/kg, i.p.) and 

xylazine (10 mg/kg, i.p.), and maintained at 36.5°C with a homeothermic heating pad (Harvard 

Apparatus, Holliston, MA). Unilateral NIHL was induced by playing a continuous 112-114 dB 

SPL noise centered at 8 kHz through a custom-made piezoelectric earphone speaker to the left ear 

for 2 hours. The right ear was protected with sound attenuating clay. The sound level was calibrated 

with a Bruel and Kjaer 4135 condenser microphone (Nærum, Denmark). Sham-exposed mice were 

anesthetized without undergoing NIHL. 

Viral injections. The following viral vectors were purchased from UNC Vector Core: AAV5-

EF1a-DIO-hChR2(H134R)-EYFP-WPRE-pA (4x1012 viral particles/mL), AAV5-hSyn-DIO-

hM3D(Gq)-mCherry (7x1012 viral particles/mL) and AAV5-hSyn-DIO-eGFP (4.1x1012 viral 

particles/mL). Mice received an injection in the right AI with 1 µL of a AAV vector through a 

glass micropipette (Drummond Wiretrol, 10 µL) attached to a Quintessential Stereotaxic Injector 

(Stoelting) with procedures described elsewhere (Hamilton et al., 2013). Briefly, A small burr hole 

was made over the right auditory cortex (0.7 mm in diameter, 1.75 mm rostral to lambda on the 

temporal ridge), and virus was delivered through a small durotomy. Each injection was performed 

in two stages, with 0.5 µL of virus injected at a depth of 500 µm and the remaining 0.5 µL injected 
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at 250 µm, at a rate of 0.1 µL/s. Recordings were obtained after an incubation period of 14-21 days 

to ensure adequate expression of the viral vector throughout the auditory cortex but not to progress 

to cell death. 

Optogenetic and chemogenetic stimulation of PV neurons. A 473-nm blue laser (Shanghai 

Laser and Optics Century Co., model BL473T3) was used to activate Channelrhodopsin-2 (ChR2) 

transfected PV and SOM neurons. The laser output was calibrated using a power meter (ThorLabs, 

PM100D with sensor S120C and neutral density filter NE03A-A) to deliver light at an intensity of 

5 mW, or 160 mW/mm2. This light intensity was chosen to be in the upper range of what is 

commonly seen in the literature, to ensure a strong and detectable response. Laser stimulation was 

conducted at 3Hz (150 ms on, 183 ms off). Photoelectric artifacts (sharp transients locked to the 

onset and offset of the light stimulus) were removed by excluding time points immediately 

surrounding the light onset (±1 ms). Mice were injected subcutaneously with CNO (1mg/mL 

dissolved in isotonic saline, injected at a dose of 1 mg/kg body weight) to activate hM3D 

DREADD-transfected PV neurons. For behavioral experiments, gap detection or prepulse 

inhibition test was initiated 20 min after CNO injection. Because each behavioral testing session 

took approximately 2 hours whereas CNO activation of PV neurons only lasts approximately 80 

min, a second dose of CNO was administered 80 min after the first injection. 

Electrophysiological recording. Unit responses in AI were recorded as previously described 

(Kim and Bao, 2009; Masri et al., 2018). AI of animals were recorded from P45 to P65.  Mice 

were anesthetized using a cocktail of ketamine (100 mg/kg) and xylazine (10 mg/kg), and placed 

on a homeothermic heating pad at 36.5 °C (Harvard Apparatus) in a sound attenuation chamber. 
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The head was secured with a custom head-holder that left the ears unobstructed. The right auditory 

cortex was exposed and kept under a layer of silicone oil to prevent desiccation. The extracellular 

signal was obtained using a TDT (Tucker Davis Technologies) amplifier (Medusa RA16PA) 

connected to TDT RX5 hardware at a sampling rate of 25 kHz using TDT software (OpenEx) 

running on a Windows 10 computer. Neural responses were recorded using 32 channel (4x8 

configuration) silicon probes (neuroNexus) over a depth of 100-800 ± 50 microns, presumably 

spanning the cortical layers. For spike recording, signals were bandpass filtered between 300 and 

9,000 Hz and thresholded at 1.5 times the standard deviation of the signal. A TDT coupler model 

electrostatic speaker was used to present all acoustic stimuli into the left ear (contralateral to the 

recorded cortical hemisphere) in unexposed mice and the right ear in mice with NIHL. Sound and 

light stimulation were controlled by a TDT RZ6.  Pure tone pips of 51 frequencies (4-75 kHz, 0.1 

octave spacing, 5-ms cosine-squared ramps, 50-ms duration, repeated three times) at 8 intensities 

(0-70 dB SPL, 10 dB spacing) were presented in pseudorandom order, and responses were used to 

reconstruct the frequency-intensity receptive field of each individual neuron. AI was identified by 

its tonotopic orientation—higher frequencies are represented more rostrally and slightly more 

dorsally. Multi-unit activity was evenly sampled from AI. Neurons were sorted manually using 

Plexon Offline Sorter.  Recordings using CNO were acquired using 16 channel 4x4 probes and 

were not sorted. 

Immunofluorescence staining and image analysis. Densities of PV and SOM neurons were 

counted as described before (Wang et al., 2018a). Briefly, mice were transcardially perfused under 

deep anesthesia with ice-cold PBS followed by 4% paraformaldehyde. Brains were removed and 

fixed in the same fixative overnight at 4°C, equilibrated in 30% sucrose and embedded in Tissue-
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Tek (Sankura Finetek). Frozen coronal sections (16 μm in thickness) were collected on gelatinized 

glass slides. After air drying, sections were washed in PBS and penetrated with 0.1% Triton-X at 

room temperature for 10 min. The tissue samples were blocked with Dako Serum-free blocking 

buffer (Dako) and incubated with primary antibodies (anti-Parvalbumin Polyclonal antibody, PA1-

933, Invitrogen) overnight at 4°C. The secondary antibodies conjugated with Alexa Fluor 488 

(anti-PV antibody, Invitrogen) were incubated for 1 hour at room temperature to enable fluorescent 

detection. After rinsing with PBS, the sections were mounted with fluorescence mounting medium 

(Dako) and viewed under the Olympus BX40 microscope with a digital microscope camera 

(C11440; Hamamatsu). Sections of AI of SOM-Cre-tdTomato mice were imaged directly. 

Immunofluorescent images were sampled systematically and randomly from the AI, with the 

experimenters blind to sample groups. All the images were taken on the same day using the same 

parameters. PV and SOM neurons were counted manually and normalized to the area of interest 

to give density. 

Quantitative RT-PCR in AI tissue and pooled PV neurons. Mice were deeply anesthetized with 

isoflurane. AI tissue was collected and stored in 100 μL RIPA buffer (150 mM sodium chloride, 

1.0% Triton X-100, 0.5% sodium deoxycholate, 0.1% SDS (sodium dodecyl sulphate), 50 mM 

Tris, pH 8.0) at -80 °C. Tissue was homogenized in RIPA buffer by sonication. The total RNA 

was extracted using a Quick-RNA MiniPrep Kit (#11328, ZYMO Research). Immediately 

following extraction, the total RNA concentration and A260:A280 ratio of each sample was 

determined with NanoDrop 2000 (Thermo Scientific). A high capacity cDNA reverse transcription 

kit (Thermo Fischer) was used to generate cDNA in a thermal cycler (ABI9700) for 2 h at 37 °C. 

Ten nanograms of cDNA were used in each reaction of SYBR Green system (#1725121, Bio-Rad 
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Laboratories) for real-time PCR using the CFX96 real-time PCR system (Bio-Rad Laboratories). 

Threshold cycle (Ct) values of the target genes were normalized to the endogenous control gene 

(18s). The primer sequences were listed in Table 1. In addition, we collected intracellular content 

from PV neurons in AI from brain slices of PV-Cre-tdTomato mice with glass pipettes in a patch 

clamp recording setup. Ten PV neurons were collected from each animal and stored in 10 μL lysate 

buffer (#4458235, Single Cell Lysis Kit, Invitrogen). Stop solution and DNase were added into 

the lysate buffer according to the product instructions. The SuperScript IV First-Strand Synthesis 

System (#18091050, Invitrogen) was used to generate cDNAs with a thermal cycler in 20 μL 

reaction system. A total of 4 μL of cDNA was used in each SYBR Green reaction for real-time 

PCR. Ct values of the target genes (GAD65 and GAD67) were normalized to the endogenous 

control gene Ribosomal Protein L13 (RPL13). Differential expression between the experimental 

and control group was calculated using the comparative Ct method. 

Protein preparation and Western blotting for GAD65. Tissue from AI was collected and stored 

in 100 μL RIPA buffer with protease inhibitor (Sigma-Aldrich, Inc.) on ice. Samples were 

homogenized in RIPA buffer by sonication, and centrifuged at 11,000 rpm for 30 min at 4 °C to 

acquire the supernatant. The protein concentration was determined by Bio-Rad Protein Assay (Bio-

Rad Laboratories, Inc). 50 μg of each sample was separated using 12% sodium dodecyl sulfate 

polyacrylamide gel and transferred to a nitrocellulose membrane. Blots were blocked in 5% BSA 

(Sigma-Aldrich Inc.) for 2 h at room temperature. The membrane was incubated with anti-GAD65 

antibody (1:1,000 dilution, #3988, Cell Signaling Technology, Inc.) or anti-α-Tubulin antibody 

(1:1,000 dilution, #3873, Cell Signaling Technology, Inc.) overnight at 4 °C. After three washing 

steps with TBST, horseradish peroxidase-linked secondary antibody (1:5,000, Santa Cruz 
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Biotechnology, Inc.) was applied for 1 h at room temperature. After washing, blots were developed 

on autoradiography film (Denville Scientific, Inc.) using the Supersignal WestPico 

chemiluminescent substrate (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Inc). Band intensity was measured with 

ImageJ (National Institutes of Health). Intensity data from proteins of interest were normalized to 

α-Tubulin internal controls and expressed as ratios. 

Gap detection and prepulse inhibition. 14 PV-Cre mice that were transfected with the AAV5-

hSyn-Dio-hM3D(Gq)-mCherry viral vector and 5 PV-Cre mice that were transfected with the 

AAV5-hSyn-DIO-eGFP viral vector underwent gap detection and prepulse inhibition tests as 

described before (Wang et al., 2019b) to compare their performance before vs. after noise exposure 

and with vs. without CNO administration to activate PV neurons. During the testing session, a 

mouse was caged in a plastic container with a mesh lid. The container was placed on a piezoelectric 

sensor in a sound attenuation chamber. Sounds were played through an open field speaker 

(FOSTEX FT17H) fixed above the container. The gap detection task measures the acoustic startle 

response elicited by a brief white noise pulse and its suppression by a preceding silent gap 

embedded in a continuous background sound. Each trial starts with a carrier pure tone (frequency 

pseudorandomly selected from 5, 7, 10, 14, 20 and 28 kHz, all at 75 dB SPL), played for a duration 

of 10-20 s. In uncued trials, the carrier tone was followed by a startle stimulus—a 50 ms white 

noise burst at 102 dB SPL. In cued trials, a 50-ms silent gap in the background sound was 

introduced starting 100 ms before the onset of the loud noise burst. In each testing session, the 

animal underwent 500 trials (50% cued and 50% uncued). After each session, we calculated the 

startle response ratio, which is defined as the average startle amplitude in the silent gap-cued trials 

divided by the average amplitude in the uncued trials. A lower startle response ratio indicates better 
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detection of the silent gap. A startle response ratio of 1 suggests that the animal failed to detect the 

silent gap. To assess an animal’s ability to hear a sound and perform an auditory task, animals 

underwent the prepulse inhibition (PPI) test before and after noise exposure. The test apparatus for 

the PPI task was identical to that of the gap detection. The test differed in that carrier tone was 

absent and a white noise burst was cued by a 50-ms pure tone pulse (frequency pseudorandomly 

selected from 5, 7, 10, 14, 20 and 28 kHz, all at 75 dB SPL). In short, the PPI task tests an animal’s 

ability to detect a pure tone pulse in silence, while the gap detection task measures an animal’s 

ability to detect a silent gap in a continuous pure tone.  

Statistical analysis. Statistical analyses were conducted using SPSS and MatLab. Group 

comparisons of variables were made using a one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) followed by 

least significant differences post-hoc. For electrophysiological data, individual cells were used as 

the experimental unit for analysis. The significance level was set at α = 5%. All data are expressed 

as mean ± SEM unless otherwise stated.  
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4.4. Results 

Monaural noise exposure results in PV but not SOM neuron loss in contralateral AI.  We 

first examined PV neuron density following monaural exposure to 114-dB SPL noise centered at 

8 kHz. This exposure paradigm has been shown to result in highly reproducible threshold shifts of 

up to 50 dB in the exposed ear and less than 10 dB, on average, in the protected ear. 1, 3 and 5 

days after the noise exposure, auditory cortical slices were sectioned, stained for PV, and the 

number of PV neurons in the auditory cortex were counted (Figure 1, A and B). We observed a 

significant reduction of the density of PV neurons 5 days after the noise exposure, and the 

reduction is only observed in the contralateral side (treatment-by-side 2-way ANOVA, effect of 

noise exposure, F3,27 = 3.074, P = 0.044; post-hoc tests, significant difference from control was 

observed only at 5 days after noise exposure, P = 0.029, and only for the right side, P < 0.05; a 

hemispheric difference was observed only at 5 days after noise exposure,  P < 0.05; see Figure 1, 

A and B).   

We measured the density of SOM neurons 5 days after noise-exposure, and found no 

significant differences between the sham- and noise-exposed groups (treatment-by-side 2-way 

ANOVA, effect of noise exposure, F1,24 = 0.786, P = 0.348; hemispheric side, F1,24 = 0.047, P = 

0.831; interaction, F1,24 = 0.000, P = 0.991, Figure 1, C and D). Thus, the observed reduction in 

PV neuron density is cell type specific, and not a result of general neuronal loss. 

Monaural noise exposure suppresses PV but not SOM mRNA levels.  To complement our 

results from antibody staining of PV and SOM proteins (Figure 1), we measured PV and SOM 

mRNA levels in AI using quantitative RT-PCR. We found that noise exposure suppressed PV 

(treatment-by-side 2-way ANOVA, effect of noise exposure, F1,12 = 20.016, P = 0.001; 

hemispheric side, F1,12 = 2.186, P = 0.165; interaction, F1,12 = 0.016, P = 0.901, see Figure 2), but 
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not SOM mRNA levels (treatment-by-side 2-way ANOVA, effect of noise exposure, F1,12 = 0.252, 

P = 0.625; hemispheric side, F1,12 = 0.152, P = 0.703; interaction, F1,12 = 0.028, P = 0.870, Figure 

2).  Post Hoc analysis indicated that PV mRNA expression levels changed significantly after NIHL 

in the right side (P < 0.05) but not the left side (P > 0.05).   

Monaural noise exposure reduces GAD expression in PV neurons. Noise exposure has been 

shown to suppress the expression of glutamate decarboxylases (GADs) and to presynaptically 

weaken inhibitory synaptic transmission (Yang et al., 2011). Consistent with previous reports, we 

found reduced GAD65 protein levels in AI of noise-exposed mice compared to that of sham-

exposed mice (treatment-by-side 2-way ANOVA, effect of noise exposure, F1,17 = 11.768, P = 

0.003; hemispheric side, F1,17 = 0.682, P = 0.420; interaction, F1,17 = 2.732, P = 0.117, Figure 3A). 

A post hoc comparison found significant reduction of the GAD65 protein level in the right (P < 

0.05), but not the left AI (P > 0.05). To determine whether GAD expression was lower specifically 

in PV neurons, we collected intracellular contents of PV neurons with glass pipettes from slices 

containing the right auditory cortex of PV-Cre-tdTomato mice. Ten PV neurons were pooled from 

each animal with group size of n = 4 mice. Quantitative RT-PCR was used to measure GAD65 

and GAD67 mRNA levels. The 60S ribosomal protein L13 (RPL13) mRNA level remained 

constant after noise exposure (ANOVA, F1,11 = 0.034, P = 0.857, Figure 3B), and was used as an 

internal control for sample variability. We found that both GAD65 (ANOVA, F1,10 = 23.645, P = 

0.001, Figure 3B) and GAD67 (ANOVA, F1,11 = 22.052, P = 0.001, Figure 3B) mRNA levels were 

significantly reduced after noise exposure, corroborating the reduced overall GAD65 protein level 

in AI (Figure 3A) following the same noise exposure protocol. 
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Monaural noise exposure attenuates PV but not SOM neuron-mediated cortical inhibition.  

To determine whether reduced PV expression following noise exposure weakens the function of 

PV neurons, we injected viral vectors into AI of the right hemisphere of PV-Cre mice to express 

Cre-dependent ChR2 in auditory cortical PV neurons (Figure 4A). Four days after the viral 

injection, the mice underwent either noise exposure or sham exposure in the left ear. Ten days after 

noise exposure (14 days after the viral injection), we recorded single unit (Figure 4B) activity from 

AI of the right hemisphere, and examined their spontaneous activity during on and off epochs of 

laser activation of channelrhodopsin-transfected PV neurons. We isolated 220 single units from 4 

sham-exposed mice and 156 from 5 noise-exposed mice. Firing rates were recorded with and 

without light activation of channelrhodopsin. We found that in 220 single units from the sham 

exposed mice, 111 showed 50% or more suppression in spontaneous firing rate during light 

activation of PV neurons. In contrast, only 29 of the 159 single units of the noise-exposed group 

showed 50% or more suppression (χ2 = 39.657, P < 0.001; see Figure 4, C and D).  

In a separate experiment, we expressed Cre-dependent ChR2 in SOM neurons in the 

auditory cortex of SOM-Cre mice, and examined how optogenetic activation of SOM neurons 

suppressed activity of cortical single units. In 263 single units recorded from two sham-exposed 

mice, 100 showed more than 50% suppression of spontaneous activity by optogenetic stimulation 

of SOM neurons. Similarly, 93 of the 224 single units recorded from three noise-exposed mice had 

more than 50% activity suppression (χ2 = 0.6176, P = 0.4319; see Figure 3, E and F). These results 

indicate that monaural exposure to loud noises specifically attenuates PV neuron-mediated 

inhibition in AI 10 days after NIHL.   

Chemogenetic activation of PV neurons causes greater reductions in spontaneous activity in 
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AI before hearing lesions. (Wang et al., 2019b), To validate and quantify the impact of our 

chemogenetic manipulation both with and without noise exposure, we expressed engineered type 

3 human muscarinic receptor (hM3D) in PV neurons, by injecting an AAV containing Cre-

dependent hM3D into AI of the right hemisphere of sham exposed (n = 2 mice) and noise-exposed 

(n = 3 mice) PV-Cre mice. We performed successive extracellular recordings from one location in 

AI directly beneath the site of the injection (as identified by scarring on the skull) 14-21 days after 

the injection, and 10 days after the hearing lesion in the case of noise exposed mice.  In mice with 

intact hearing, administration of CNO, the specific hM3D ligand, suppressed both spontaneous 

and tone-evoked activity 65 minutes after the injection (one-sample t-test, T31 = 6.038, P < 0.001; 

See Figure 5). In noise exposed mice, suppression of spontaneous activity was present (one-sample 

t-test, T80 = 7.336, P < 0.001) but significantly reduced compared to mice with intact hearing

(unpaired t-test, T111 = 2.475, P = 0.0148).   Suppression of evoked activity was not evident in noise 

exposed mice after CNO administration. These experiments demonstrate that hM3D activation 

has the capacity to enhance cortical tonic inhibition both in sham-exposed and noise-exposed mice.  

In the following section, we tested gap detection and PPI within this effective time window.  

Chemogenetic activation of cortical PV neurons reverses noise-induced impairments in gap 

detection and prepulse inhibition. The noise exposure paradigm that we used has been shown to 

result in impaired gap detection (Wang et al., 2019). To examine whether the reduction in cortical 

PV neuron-mediated inhibition contributes to gap detection impairments we tested the effects of 

the hM3D-activating compound CNO on behavioral performance before and after noise exposure.  

A group of hM3D-transfected mice underwent 4-phase behavioral tests—pre-noise exposure 

vehicle (Pre/Veh), pre-noise exposure CNO (Pre/CNO), post-noise exposure vehicle (Post/Veh) 
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and post-noise exposure CNO (Post/CNO). For the gap detection test, a Phase x Frequency 

repeated-measures ANOVA revealed significant effects of the phases (F3,117 = 3.390, P = 0.027; 

Figure 6A). Pairwise comparisons indicated that noise exposure significantly impaired gap 

detection (Post/Veh vs. Pre/Veh, P = 0.029), and activation of PV neurons with CNO injection 

completely reverse the impairment (Post/CNO vs. Pre/Sal, p = 0.795; Post/CNO vs. Post/Sal, p = 

0.010). Further examination indicates that the gap detection performance was different only at 20 

kHz (Phase x Frequency interaction, F9,117 = 2.544, P = 0.011; P < 0.05 at 20 kHz, and P > 0.05 

at 7 kHz, 10 kHz and 14 kHz ); Figure 6B, which tracks performance of individual animals at 20 

kHz, confirmed that noise exposure impaired gap detection (repeated measure ANOVA, F3,39 = 

5.167, P < 0.05; pairwise comparisons, Pre/Sal vs. Post/Sal, P = 0.009; Figure 6B). Activation of 

PV neurons with DRAEDD/CNO did not alter gap detection performance before noise exposure 

(Pre/Sal vs. Pre/CNO, P = 0.508), but reversed noise-induced impairment in gap detection (Pre/Sal 

vs. Post/CNO, P = 0.404; Post/Sal vs. Post/CNO, P = 0.033).  

By contrast, activation of PV neurons with CNO injection did not affect PPI performance 

either before or after noise exposure (Phase x Frequency two-way ANOVA, effect of phases, F3,117 

= 5.281, P = 0.004; Pairwise comparison P < 0.05 for Pre/Veh vs. Post/CNO, Pre/CNO vs. 

Post/Veh, Pre/CNO vs. Post/CNO; P > 0.05 for Pre/Veh vs. Pre/CNO, Pre/Veh vs. Post/Veh, 

Pos/Veh vs. Post/CNO; Figure 6A). 

For the prepulse inhibition test, a repeated-measures ANOVA comparing the four phases 

across all frequencies indicated a significant effect of phases (Phase x Frequency repeated-

measures ANOVA, effect of phases, F3,117 = 5.281, P = 0.004; Figure 6A). However, pairwise 

comparison showed that activation of PV neurons with CNO injection did not affect PPI 

performance either before or after noise exposure (P < 0.05 for Pre/Veh vs. Post/CNO, Pre/CNO 
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vs. Post/Veh, Pre/CNO vs. Post/CNO; P > 0.05 for Pre/Veh vs. Pre/CNO, Pre/Veh vs. Post/Veh, 

Pos/Veh vs. Post/CNO).  

CNO metabolizes to clozapine, which could affect behavior.  To control for the potential 

impact of CNO metabolites on gap detection and PPI performance, we injected an AAV virus 

containing the GFP but not the hM3D(Gq) DRAEDD sequence, and examined animals’ 

performances before and after noise exposure, and saline or CNO injection.  We found a significant 

Phase x Frequency interaction in the gap detection performance (F9,36 = 2.953, P = 0.010; Figure 

6D;). Posthoc analysis indicated that noise exposure significantly impaired gap detection at 20 kHz 

(P = 0.019). However, injection of CNO did not alter gap detection performance either before (P 

= 0.853) or after noise exposure (P = 0.765). Furthermore, Phase x Frequency ANOVA on PPI 

performance indicated no significant effect of phases (F3,36 = 1.477, P = 0.270; Figure 6E) or Phase 

x Frequency interaction (F9,36 = 1.567, P = 0.163). Our results are consistent with a previous report 

that CNO does not alter prepulse inhibition ratios (MacLaren et al., 2016). Taken together, these 

results indicate that activation of cortical PV neurons reverses noise-induced impairments in gap 

detection without altering baseline gap detection or prepulse inhibition behavior.    

To confirm the efficacy and specificity of our hearing lesion paradigm we measured 

auditory brainstem response (ABR) thresholds at both ears before and 5 days after noise exposure.  

The hearing lesion caused a 30-40 dB increase in hearing thresholds in the exposed left ear but not 

the protected right ear (2-Way ANOVA, Ear x NIHL interaction, F1,79 = 137.7, P < 10-18; Figure 

6F).  
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4.5. Discussion 

There are three main findings in the present study. First, contrary to previous reports of 

increased and unaltered PV neuron density, we found significantly reduced PV neuron density and 

PV expression in AI five days after loud noise exposure (Nguyen et al., 2017a; Liu et al., 2018a). 

In the case of Nguyen et al. 2017, the researchers used a bilateral noise exposure paradigm with a 

free field speaker at a lower volume of 102-104 dB SPL which could account for our different 

results.  In the case of Liu et al., 2018A, although more similar to our paradigm, the hearing lesion 

was conducted at a higher frequency of 16 kHz (in rats, which have a lower hearing range), and 

only for one hour rather than two.  Our result is consistent with findings that NIHL reduced cortical 

inhibitory synaptic transmission and PV neuron function after noise exposure (Qiu et al., 2000; 

Seki and Eggermont, 2003a; Kotak et al., 2005c; Eggermont, 2006a; Sun et al., 2008; Yang et al., 

2011; Wang et al., 2019b). We further extended those findings by showing that the reduction is 

specific to PV but not SOM neurons, and specific to the hemisphere contralateral to the exposed 

ear. We also found that noise exposure caused a reduction of PV mRNA levels but not SOM 

mRNA levels, corroborating the cell count results. 

Second, we found that NIHL dramatically reduces the inhibitory effect of optogenetic 

activation of the PV neuron population.  This is consistent with a previous report using drug-

induced hearing loss (Resnik and Polley, 2017a). Activation of SOM neurons produced similar 

levels of cortical inhibition in noise- and sham-exposed groups. These results are consistent with 

our findings of PV but not SOM neuron loss in the auditory cortex. Overall levels of inhibition 

induced by our optogenetic stimulus in both PV-Cre and Som-Cre sham mice are in general 

agreement with past literature (Lee et al., 2014a). We observed a similar reduction in PV neuron-

mediated inhibition after noise-exposure using a chemogenetic approach. 

Third, we showed that activation of PV neurons in the contralateral AI using DREADD 
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completely reversed noise-induced impairments in gap detection. We confirmed that this 

manipulation leads to an expected reduction in spontaneous firing in AI.  This finding lends support 

to reports that cortical fast-spiking neurons, such as PV neurons, can represent gaps in continuous 

sounds (Keller et al., 2018). Our results suggest an important role of cortical PV neurons in 

processing dynamic sound features such as gaps-in-sound, and point to PV neuron loss as an 

important contributor to noise-induced central auditory processing disorder.    

PV neurons are implicated in diverse cortical functions, which could be disrupted by 

exposure to loud noises and/or the subsequent loss of thalamocortical input (Hensch and Stryker, 

2004; Gabernet et al., 2005; Sohal et al., 2009; Atallah et al., 2012; Lee et al., 2012; Hamilton et 

al., 2013). For example, noise exposure is a risk factor for tinnitus, hyperacusis and other central 

auditory processing disorders (Schmuzigert et al., 2006; Hope et al., 2013; Guest et al., 2017). PV 

neuron loss or reduced PV expression may play a role in those pathologies. These data do not 

allow us to differentiate between the two, but our single cell rtPCR experiments which demonstrate 

reduced expression of the key inhibitory mRNA sequences for GAD65 and GAD67 indicate at 

least the capacity for intact PV neurons to have altered gene expression profiles.  Previous 

publications indicate that PV neuron gene expression profiles, including the expression of the 

Parvalbumin protein itself, are modulated by activity (Donato et al., 2013; Dehorter et al., 2015).  

These mechanisms could be implicated in our NIHL paradigm due to the loss of thalamocortical 

input after hearing loss. 

The reduction in PV neuron-mediated inhibition we observed may elevate neuronal 

excitability, resulting in tinnitus and hyperacusis (Llano et al., 2012; Yang and Bao, 2013; 

Auerbach et al., 2014; Ferguson and Gao, 2018). Disruptions to the function of PV neurons in 

sharpening response timing to dynamic stimuli, improving feature selectivity, and enhancing 
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signal to noise ratio may contribute to central auditory processing disorder (Wehr and Zador, 2003; 

Gabernet et al., 2005; Sohal et al., 2009; Atallah et al., 2012; Lee et al., 2012; Lee et al., 2014a; 

Keller et al., 2018). Gap detection is impaired in humans and animal models with tinnitus and 

central auditory processing disorder, and is used to test for tinnitus and temporal sound processing 

(Turner et al., 2006c; Yang et al., 2007; Suta et al., 2008; Dias et al., 2012; Fournier and Hebert, 

2013; Mehdizade Gilani et al., 2013). The rescue of noise-induced impairments in gap detection 

by chemogenetic activation of PV neurons supports a role of reduced PV neuron function in 

tinnitus and central auditory processing disorder and points to possible therapeutic targets.   
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4.7. Figures 

Figure 1. Noise exposure reduces the density of PV but not SOM neurons in AI. A. Example 

images showing PV neurons in AI of sham- (control) and noise-exposed (NE) mice. B. Density of 

PV neurons in AI of control mice, and mice 1 day, 3 days, and 5 days after noise exposure to the 

left ear. C. Example images showing SOM neurons in AI of sham- and noise-exposed mice. D. 

Density of SOM neurons in AI of control mice and mice 5 days after noise exposure to the left ear. 

Data are presented as mean + SEM. * indicates P < 0.05 comparing to control, and # indicates P 

< 0.05 comparing to contralateral side. 
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Figure 2. Noise exposure reduces PV but not SOM mRNA level in AI. PV and SOM mRNA 

expression levels as measured with quantitative RT-PCR. PV expression was significantly reduced 

in noise-exposed mice in AI of both left and right hemispheres. By contrast, SOM expression was 

not significantly altered by noise exposure in AI of either hemisphere. * indicates P < 0.05 versus 

control. 
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Figure 3. Noise exposure reduces GAD expression in PV neurons. A. GAD65 expression was 

quantified with western blot. The GAD65 protein level decreased significantly in right AI after 

noise exposure. α-Tubulin was used as an internal control. B. RPL13, GAD65 and GAD67 mRNA 

levels were measured with qRT-PCR for samples extracted from PV neurons (see Methods). The 

mean RPL13 mRNA level was unchanged by noise exposure. GAD65 and GAD67 mRNA levels 

were normalized to the RPL13 mRNA level for each sample. Both GAD65 and GAD67 mRNA 

levels were significantly reduced in noise-exposed group. * indicates P < 0.05 comparing to 

control, and *** indicates P < 0.005 comparing to control. 
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Figure 4. Cortical inhibition by PV but not SOM neurons was reduced by noise exposure. A. 

Example images showing PV (red) and viral expression of EYFP (green) in PV neurons. Low 

magnification image on the left shows viral-mediated expression of EYFP colocalized with PV in 

AI and nearby areas. High magnification images on the right show PV, EYFP and merged signals. 
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Arrows point to transfected PV neurons as indicated by mCherry signal, and arrowheads point to 

non-transfected PV neurons. B. Spike sorting example. In this case, three distinct units (red, green 

and blue, MANOVA, P < 10-5) were obtained on one channel. Upper left: Three distinct average 

waveforms of sorted units ± SEM. Lower left: Auto-correlograms indicate distinct activity patterns 

and refractory periods in the three neurons. Upper right: Cross-correlograms indicate that the red 

neuron drove firing of the green neuron, but not the blue neuron. C. Proportion of cortical single 

units that were strongly suppressed (by more than 50%) by optogenetic activation of PV neurons. 

Noise exposure significantly reduced the proportion of strongly suppressed single units from 50% 

to 19%. D. Example peristimulus time histograms of units that are either strongly suppressed or 

not strongly suppressed by optogenetic activation of PV neurons. Blue bars indicate laser on time. 

E. Proportion of cortical single units that were strongly suppressed by optogenetic activation of

SOM neurons. F. Example peristimulus time histograms of units showing effects of optogenetic 

activation of SOM neurons. The unit in the right panel has a high firing rate and is likely a PV 

neuron. *** indicates P < 0.001. 
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Figure 5. Chemogenetic activation of PV neurons suppresses cortical spontaneous activity. 

A. Example image showing the extent of Cre-dependent expression of hM3D as indicated by the

mCherry reporter expression. B. Example images showing colocalization of mCherry and PV 

immunolabeling signal in AI neurons. Arrow and arrowheads point to mCherry-only and PV-only 

cells, respectively. C. Example receptive fields from a cortical multiunit from a sham-exposed (top 

row) and a noise-exposed (bottom row) mouse, repeatedly sampled for two hours. Reductions in 

evoked activity levels to specific frequency-intensity combinations are apparent in the color code. 

The same color scale was used for each condition. Horizontal axis depicts tonal stimulus 

frequencies from 4 to 75 kHz, and the vertical axis depicts stimulus intensities from 0 to 70 dB 

SPL. D: Ratio of multiunit spontaneous activity 5 minutes before and 65 minutes after CNO 

injection to activate PV neurons in sham-exposed (n = 32 multiunits/2 mice) and noise-exposed 
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mice (n = 81 multiunits/3 mice). Noise exposure significantly reduces the inhibitory effect of CNO. 

* indicates P < 0.05.
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Figure 6. Chemogenetic activation of PV neurons reversed impairments in gap detection in 

noise-exposed animals. A. Noise exposure significantly impairs gap detection performance. CNO 

injection in mice with hM3D expression in PV neurons completely reverses the impairments in 

gap detection after hearing lesions, but does not change behavior before hearing lesions. B. Gap 

detection performance from individual mice at 20 kHz. C. Noise exposure reduces the effect of 

prepulse inhibition on the startle response ratio. CNO injection again causes a significant recovery 

after hearing lesions. All mice were tested before and after CNO injections. D. CNO does not alter 

gap detection performance in mice with GFP expression in PV neurons. E. CNO does not alter 

PPI performance in mice with GFP expression in PV neurons. F. ABR thresholds were 

significantly greater only in the left ear after hearing lesions. * indicates a statistically significant 

difference. See Results for detailed description of statistical tests. 
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Figure 7. Primers for RT-PCR. 

Primer Sequence 

PV-FW GCAGACTCCTTCGACCACAA 

PV-RV TCAGAATGGACCCCAGCTCA 

SOM-FW ACCCCAGACTCCGTCAGTTT 

SOM-RV TACTTGGCCAGTTCCTGTTTCC 

18s-FW GTAACCCGTTGAACCCCATT 

18s-RV CCATCCAATCGGTAGTAGCG 

GAD65-FW TGCGCTCTGCTCTATGGAGA 

GAD65-RV TTCACCACGTACTGAAGCAAAA 

GAD67-FW CACAGGTCACCCTCGATTTTT 

GAD67-RV ACCATCCAACGATCTCTCTCATC 

RPL13-FW AGCCGGAATGGCATGATACTG 

RPL13-RV TATCTCACTGTAGGGCACCTC 

FW, Forward primer; RV, Reverse primer. 
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5 

Conclusions and Future Directions 

The research presented in this dissertation provides a glimpse as to how blast exposure 

and hearing loss affect AI.  In Chapter 2, I show that even relatively mild long term hearing loss 

induced in rats after blast exposure is sufficient to produce long term distorted tonotopy in AI.  In 

chapter 3, I show that it causes dramatic impairments in temporal processing, a primary symptom 

of CAPD.  Additionally, even in the short term, it increases microglial activation, decreases 

Parvalbumin expression and impairs gap detection performance.  In the case of blast exposure 

with protected hearing, temporal processing is significantly less impaired, Parvalbumin 

expression is maintained, and gap detection performance is normal.  This eliminates microglial 

activity as a potential cause of Parvalbumin expression reduction.  This is a strong indication that 

an intelligent noise cancelling earphone device could protect military service members from the 

worst effects to auditory processing.  In chapter 4, I again find reduced Parvalbumin expression 

as well as reduced expression of key inhibitory proteins, this time in response to noise induced 

hearing loss.  I also find that inhibitory output from PV neurons in AI following optogenetic 

activation is reduced.  Finally, I show that activating the PV neuron population after hearing loss 

reverses impairments in gap detection, offering a potential target for the treatment of tinnitus.   

For the future directions I will focus on one key question which I consider to have the 

most important implications for future research of hearing loss.  This research demonstrates that 

hearing loss by both blast exposure and noise exposure reduces the number of Parvalbumin-

expressing neurons and reduces overall PV neuron-mediated inhibition in AI.  Although our lab 

initially hypothesized this to be the result of a population specific cell death, it appears more 
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likely that the existing PV neuron population is undergoing activity dependent changes to gene 

expression profiles as a result of their loss of thalamocortical input.  Importantly, the finding that 

mRNA encoding Parvalbumin is reduced in AI can support either hypothesis.  The hypothesis of 

cell type specific changes to expression profiles is supported by additional data in chapter 5 

showing that remaining neurons which still express Parvalbumin show massively reduced 

expression of GAD65 and GAD67 RNA, which generate key proteins for the function of 

inhibitory neurons.  Prior research indicates that PV neurons can undergo a form of activity-

dependent plasticity even in adults, changing gene expression profiles and expression of the 

Parvalbumin protein itself (Donato et al., 2013; Dehorter et al., 2015).   

Interestingly, the changes observed here follow the reverse of the normal trajectory PV 

neurons undergo during an early developmental period of heightened structural plasticity in 

cortex known as the critical period.  Specifically, until the end of the critical period, PV neurons 

(1) increase their expression of Parvalbumin, (2) GAD65, and (3) increase their inhibitory output

in cortex (Huang et al., 1999; Hensch and Stryker, 2004; Hensch and Fagiolini, 2005).  These 

changes are necessary steps for the closure of the critical period, not side effects.  The reversion 

of these key markers of critical period plasticity indicate that AI is again experiencing the 

conditions seen in development and potentially reactivating unique mechanisms of critical period 

plasticity.   

Together, we show that after hearing loss and loss of thalamocortical input, PV neurons 

undergo three key changes which appear to be reversions to their immature state seen during 

critical period plasticity.  Indeed, the extreme distortions to the tonotopic map demonstrated in 

chapter 3 are generally thought to be possible only during the critical period.  Here we saw 

expansions of seemingly random frequencies after blast exposure, but frequency specific hearing 
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lesions have been demonstrated to cause frequency specific cortical remapping (Robertson and 

Irvine, 1989).  Speculatively, this developmental regression to a critical period-like state may be 

beneficial, allowing AI to adapt to a reduced and inferior input and to facilitate cortical 

reorganization to the ipsilateral ear in the case of unilateral hearing loss (Bilecen et al., 2000).  

This research, and other developments in the field, appear to support reinterpreting loss of 

sensory input as a disorder of critical period regulation.  As there is a detailed and well supported 

understanding of critical period regulation, research into hearing loss may take great steps 

forward by asking new questions based on this hypothesis.   

An important prediction of this hypothesis is that the perineuronal net (PNN), which 

selectively coats PV neurons and their synapses, would be degraded after hearing loss.  The PNN 

inhibits synaptic remodeling at PV->PV and PV->Pyramidal synapses.  Recently it was shown 

that hearing loss degrades PNNs in AI (Nguyen et al., 2017b).  Furthermore, a recent study 

demonstrated that chronic inhibition of PV neurons using chemogenetics was sufficient to 

reactivate critical period plasticity and degrade pernineuronal nets, solidifying the relationship 

between hearing loss, reduced activation of PV neurons, and critical period plasticity (Cisneros-

Franco and de Villers-Sidani, 2019). 

Beyond the context of hearing loss, the ability for reductions in thalamocortical input to 

initiate developmental regression of PV neurons may be more commonly recruited in adult 

cortex than we know.  This effect could potentially occur on minute spatial scales which elude 

the broad molecular assays used in research, within a single cortical column for example, which 

receives input from a specific set of thalamocortical efferents which may change due to altered 

sensory environments, localized injuries, or even intrinsic cognitive mechanisms. PV neuron 

activity could also be chronically reduced through other mechanisms, such as inhibition by 
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Somatotstatin or VIP expressing interneurons, which respond to neuromodulators and inhibit PV 

neurons.  Speculatively, following this, that cortical column would show enhanced spontaneous 

activity and PV neurons therein would demonstrate enhanced synaptic plasticity.  This feature 

would also apply to their axons which may project to nearby cortical regions, as PV neurons can 

project up to 1 mm laterally and even to other brain regions (Mascagni and McDonald, 2009; 

Kim et al., 2015).  This could be an important and as yet unexplored learning mechanism in the 

adult CNS. 

The activity-modulated gene silencing protein MeCP2 has recently been identified as a 

critical player in this developmental process and has been shown to remain adaptive in adult 

learning (Krishnan et al., 2015; Krishnan et al., 2017; Morello et al., 2018).  Therefore, a broader 

hypothesis emerging from this line of thinking is that critical period plasticity is actively 

regulated in adulthood through epigenetic modulation of PV neurons, and is activated in cases 

where PV neurons receive reduced synaptic activation for sustained periods of time. 

Although potentially beneficial, the associated reduction in inhibitory output by PV 

neurons in AI appears to be behind deficits in gap detection behavior and thus a potential cause 

of tinnitus.  This was shown by a rescue of normal behavior following Chemogenetic activation 

of PV neurons after hearing loss.  Although there is no research linking critical period regulation 

to gap detection behavior, rats exhibit deficits in gap detection during early development relative 

to adulthood (Friedman et al., 2004).  Behaviorally, it appears that mature inhibition and high 

signal-to-noise ratio of auditory processing are important for detecting brief gaps in sound.  

Recording extracellularly in AI while presenting gaps in sound and manipulating closure of the 

critical period is an important future experiment to confirm this hypothesis.  Most importantly, 

tinnitus, and associated deficits in gap detection behavior, may be an unfortunate consequence of 
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an otherwise adaptive reactivation of critical period plasticity in AI after loss of input from the 

ear.   

This opens the possibility that therapeutic targets being identified for disorders of critical 

period regulation, such as Ambylopia, Autism and Schizophrenia, may also serve as therapeutic 

targets for tinnitus (Hensch and Fagiolini, 2005; LeBlanc and Fagiolini, 2011; Do et al., 2015).  

Future research along this path should also bear in mind the potentially beneficial aspects of 

cortical reorganization after hearing loss.  Specifically we could attempt to pharmacologically 

modulate the strength and timing of this effect to either 1) promote adaptation of sensory 

processing after hearing loss or 2) promote effective closure of this state to support normal adult 

sensory processing after hearing loss.  HDAC inhibitors, for example, are known to reopen 

critical period-like states, while methylation inhibitors can close them (Gervain et al., 2013; 

Tognini et al., 2015). 
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